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INTRODUCTION
In Part V we began developing a microstates-free approach to free
entropy. Here we look at the free analogue of the mutual information.
Unexpectedly, the high noncommutativity of free independence is the
source of an approach which seems to have no classical counterpart.
Roughly, in the classical context, the mutual free information of two
random variables X, Y is given by
I(X, Y )=&H(X, Y )+H(X )+H(Y )0.
It is a measure of the dependence of X and Y. Moreover the definition of
I(X, Y ) can be extended so that I(X, Y ) is defined also in cases where the
entropies in the right-hand side are not. This has led to the view that
I(X, Y ) is perhaps more fundamental than H(X ).
By analogy, in free probability, it is straightforward to consider
i (X, Y )=&/(X, Y )+/(X )+/(Y ),
where X, Y are self-adjoint noncommutative random variables in a tracial
W*-probability space. Moreover if f and g are diffeomorphisms of R by the
transformation law for / (used under this particular form in Part IV) we
have
i ( f (X ), g(Y ))=i (X, Y ).
The invariance property suggests that i (X, Y ) is a quantity attached to the
pair of von Neumann algebras (W*(X ), W*(Y )).
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Here we introduce via a microstates-free approach, resembling Part V,
a quantity i*(M1 , ..., Mn) that we call the mutual free information of
the n-tuple of von Neumann subalgebras (M1 , ..., Mn) in the tracial
W*-probability space (M, {). As in the microstates-free approach to free
entropy, the primary notion is a ‘‘derivative,’’ the liberation Fisher informa-
tion or infinitesimal liberation information denoted .*.
The key idea in the definitions of .* and i* is to liberate the algebras, i.e.,
to consider the liberation process Uj (t) MjU j*(t), where Uj (t) (1 jn) is
a free n-tuple of unitary multiplicative free Brownian motions which are
also free w.r.t. the Mj ’s. Note that Uj (t) Mj U j*(t) as t   become free,
hence the name liberation process. Clearly the noncommutativity of free
independence is essential for this. The role of the liberation process is
analogous to the role played by the n-tuple of free Brownian motions start-
ing at X1 , ..., Xn (i.e., Xj+Sj (t), 1 jn) in connection with /*(X1 , ..., Xn)
and 8*(X1 , ..., Xn) in Part V.
The free entropy /(X, Y ) equals & if W*(X ) is finite dimensional. On
the other hand, i*(M1 , ..., Mn) may be finite even if all the Mj are finite
dimensional. Thus i* has much wider applicability than /. Actually, due to
a certain discontinuity that may occur at  in the liberation process, it is
possible that /(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym)=& while /(X1 , ..., Xm)>&,
/(Y1 , ..., Yn)>&, and i*(W*(X1 , ..., Xn), W*(Y1 , ..., Ym))< (see the
discussion in Section 14). However, the heuristic considerations in Section 4
suggest that the relation between these quantities should be the expected
one in the case /(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym)>&.
In the process of studying i* and .*, we also develop the analogues for
one unitary of free entropy and free Fisher information. Most of this is con-
tained in Section 8, in the study of the derivation dU : B , the vector
d*U : B 11, the free Fisher information type quantity F(U), and the con-
nection in Section 10 with 7(U ) (free entropy type quantity given by minus
the logarithmic energy).
The theory of the liberation Fisher information .* is also of interest in
connection with the free Fisher information 8*. We use .*, for instance,
to show that additivity of 8* implies freeness. Also, the j-machinery
provides a useful characterization of freeness.
The paper has 15 sections including this introduction.
Section 1 contains preliminaries about unitary multiplicative free Brownian
motion.
Section 2 deals with the liberation process. We show that a kind of
‘‘discontinuity at ’’ may occur in the formation of the algebra.
Section 3 contains preliminaries about free Markovianity. This is
motivated by the recognition in [7] that in Part V freeness assumptions
could be replaced in certain results by weaker assumptions of freeness with
amalgamation. We have adopted the ‘‘free Markovianity’’ name for this,
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since for some time we have held the opinion that freeness with amalgama-
tion plays the role of conditional independence in the free case and that
this is the way to deal with specifically free Markovian features.
Section 4 gives a heuristic derivation, in a particular case, of the defini-
tions of the mutual free information and mutual free Fisher information.
This section provides essential motivation for the rest of the paper. Of
course, because the computations are based on desirable but unproved
facts, the results serve only as an inspiration and are not relied upon in any
other section.
Section 5, which is quite long, is about the derivation $ and the libera-
tion gradient j, the key constructions in this paper. Part of this section can
be viewed as a parallel to the basics about the derivation X and the
conjugate variable J (which might perhaps be called ‘‘the Brownian
gradient’’) in Part V. Besides the parallel there are also direct connections
between j and J (see 5.10 and 5.11). The characterization of freeness via
the derivation $ is given in 5.17 and the consequences for 8* are given
in 5.18.
A few more technical facts about $A : B (analogous to facts about X and
more general derivations) are given in Section 6.
The liberation gradient j (where it exists) provides important informa-
tion about the relative position of two subalgebras. In Section 7 we give
inequalities involving the L-norm of j and the two algebras.
Section 8 deals with regularization via liberation. In Part V we saw that
a free semicircular perturbation led to the existence of the conjugate
variable. Similarly here we show that liberation, and more general conjuga-
tions by free unitaries, implies existence of the liberation gradient. A sub-
stantial part of this section may be viewed as developing free Fisher infor-
mation microstates-free formalism for unitaries.
Section 9 deals with the liberation Fisher information of an n-tuple of
von Neumann subalgebras and its basic properties. A rather unexpected
result is 9.7, which establishes for a freely Markovian triple of von
Neumann subalgebras an inequality which formally resembles the Stam
inequality and the proof of which is along lines similar to those of the proof
of the free analogue of the Stam inequality in Part V.
Section 10 is about the mutual free information i* of an n-tuple of von
Neumann subalgebras. Besides basic facts about i* the section is inter-
spersed with results concerning the free entropy quantity for unitary
variables.
In Section 11 we compute the liberation gradient j and the liberation
Fisher information for a pair of subalgebras arising from the semicircular
functor.
Section 12 shows the computation of j for the von Neumann algebras of
two projections.
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Section 13 deals with the analogue in the present context of the dual
systems considered in Part V.
Section 14 contains concluding remarks.
1. UNITARY MULTIPLICATIVE FREE BROWNIAN MOTION
This section deals with some facts about unitary multiplicative free
Brownian motion that we will use in connection with the liberation process.
1.1. A unitary stationary stochastic process U(t) with free left increments
corresponds to a multiplicative free convolution semigroup (&t)t0 on the
unit circle T=[z # C | |z|=1] (see [1] or 3.7 in [13]). In the present con-
text, the U(t)’s will be unitary elements in the tracial W*-probability space
(M, {) so that:
(i) the multiplicative increment U(t2) U*(t1) (0t1<t2) is V -free
w.r.t. [U(t) | 0tt1),
(ii) the distribution of U(t2) U*(t1) is &t2&t1 if (0t1<t2).
The &’s are probability measures on T and satisfy the semigroup condi-
tions &0=$1 and &t + &s=&t+s .
1.2. For the unitary multiplicative free Brownian motion the semigroup
is given [1] by its S-transform
S&t(z)=e
t(z+12).
1.3. Throughout this paper we will assume U(0)=I; i.e., the free unitary
Brownian motion starts at the identity. We have
{(U(t)n)= :
n&1
k=0
(&1)k
tk
k !
nk&1 \ nk+1+ e&nt2
(Lemma 1 in [2]),
&U(t)&e&t2&Kt12
for some constant K if t0 (Lemma 8 in [2]).
1.4. Proposition. Let A be a W*-subalgebra, (U(t))t0 a unitary free
Brownian motion, and S a (0, 1)-semicircular element in (M, {) so that A and
(U(t))t0 are V - free and A and S are also free. If aj # A, :j # [&1, 1]
(1 jn), then for =  0 we have
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{ \ ‘

1 jn
ajU(=):j+={ \ ‘

1 jn
aj \\1&=2++i:j=12S+++O(=2)
={ \ ‘

1 jn
aj exp(i:j =12S )++O(=2)
(here >9 1 jn xj=x1 } } } xn for noncommuting variables).
Proof. To check the last equality note that both traces of products have
expansions as power series in =12 and are invariant under replacing S by
&S, which implies that these are actually power series in =. Because the
constant terms are clearly {(a1 } } } an) it suffices to check that the coefficient
of = is the same. Thus it suffices to prove that the coefficient of = is the same in
{ \ ‘

1 jn
aj \\1& =2++i:j=12S ++
and
{ \ ‘

1 jn
aj \\1& =2++i:j=12S +
=
2
(S 2&1)++ ,
which easily follows from freeness and {(S 2&1)=0.
For the first equality we will use 1.3 to get expansions up to O(=2). It will
be convenient to use the notation
P(a, b]= ‘

a< jb
aj .
We have
{ \ ‘

1 jn
aj U(=):j+
={(P(O, n]) e&n=2
+ :
1pn
{(P(0, n]) {(U(=):p&e&=2) e&(n&1) =2
+ :
1p<qn
{(P( p, q]) {(P(q, n] P(0, p])
_{((U(=):p&e&=2)(U(=):q&e&=2)) e&(n&2) =2
+ :
1p<q<rn
{(P( p, q]) {(P(q, r]) {(P(r, n] P(0, p])
_{((U(=):p&e&=2)(U(=):q&e&=2)(U(=):r&e&=2))
_e&(n&3) =2+O(=2).
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Comparing with the same kind of expansion for
{ \ ‘

1 jn
aj \\1& =2++i:j=12S ++
we find that the proof reduces to showing
e&n=2=\1& =2+
n
+O(=2),
{(U(=):p&e&=2)=O(=2),
{((U(=):p&e&=2)(U(=):q&e&=2))=&:p :q =+O(=2),
{((U(=):p&e&=2)(U(=):q&e&=2)(U(=):r&e&=2))=O(=2).
These are checked case by case using U(=)&1=U(=)* and 1.3, which gives
{(U(=))=e&=2=1&
=
2
+O(=2),
{(U(=)2)=(1&=) e&==1&2=+O(=2),
{(U(=)3)=(1&3=) e&3=2+O(=2)=\1&9=2 ++O(=2).
Note that the last of the equalities to be checked follows immediately from
the fact that the left-hand side is, up to O(=2), equal to c1+c2=, with c1 ,
c2 depending on :p , :q , :r while at the same time we also have the fact that
the left-hand side is O(=32), so that c1=c2=0. K
1.5. In studying regularization via liberation and finiteness of mutual free
information (Sections 8 and 10) we will need results about the absolute
continuity w.r.t. Haar measure of the distribution &t of U(t) and estimates
of the L-norm of its density.
Let (t, z) and /(t, z) denote &t(z) and /&t(z) (this differs from the
notation in 6.8 of [1], where (t, z) is  t&t (z)=&t(z)(1+&t(z))
&1 and
/(t, z) is / t&t (z)=&t(z(1&z)). By 6.3 in [1] we have /(t, z)=z(1+z)
&1_
exp(t(z+ 12)). By Proposition 6.8 of [1] we have that the infinite divisibility
implies (t, z) for fixed t0 is univalent in D=[z # C | |z|<1] and
/(t, (t, z))=z. Moreover, Re(1+2) is the harmonic function in D with
boundary values &t .
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1.6. Proposition. The distribution &t of the unitary free Brownian
motion U(t) is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Haar measure on T. If p(t, z),
z # T, denotes the density of &t , then on T, for all #>0 and t>0,
&p(t, } )&max(1+2#, 2(1+(2#)&1)12 t&12).
If 0<:< 12, then for t:
&1 log(4(1&2:)), we have
&p(t, } )&1&2 exp(&t:).
Proof. To get the absolute continuity, as well as the first estimate for
the L-norm of the density, it suffices to prove that the estimate holds for
p(t, r } ), all r # (0, 1). This amounts to finding a bound for Re(1+2(t, z))
when t>0 is fixed and |z|<1. Since /(t, (t, z))=z, we have (with 
denoting (t, z)), Re & 12 and |(1+)
&1 exp(t(+ 12))|1 so that
t Re(+ 12)log |1+1||1|.
If Re #>0 this gives for t>0
t Re(+ 12)|1|\ Re +
1
2
1+(2#)&1+
&1
so that
t(Re + 12)
21+(2#)&1.
Hence
Re(2+1)max(1+2#, 2(1+(2#)&1)12 t&12).
Since p(t, z)=2 Re (t, z)+1, this gives the first estimate.
Since &p(t, } )&1&2 &(t, } )& it will suffice to prove &(t, } )&
exp(&t:). Using /(t, (t, z))=z and (t, 0)=0 the proof reduces to show-
ing that
exp(&t:)<1
and
|z|=exp(&t:) O |z(1+z)&1 exp(t( 12+z))|1.
Clearly
exp(&t:)exp \&::&1 log 41&2:+=
1&2:
4
<14<1.
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On the other hand, if |z|=exp(&t:)=m, then
|z(1+z)&1 exp(t( 12+z))|m exp(&m) exp(t(
1
2&m))
m exp(t( 12&2m)),
where we used t:&1 log(4(1&2:))2 log 41. Further
1
2
&2m=
1
2
&2 exp(&t:)
1
2
&2 exp \&::&1 log 41&2:+

1
2
&
1&2:
2
=:
so that
m exp(t( 12&2m))m exp(t:)=exp(&t:) exp(t:)=1. K
1.7. Corollary. Let U be a unitary in (M, {) and let (U(t))t0 be
a unitary free Brownian motion, such that [U ] and (U(t))t0 are V - free.
Let +t be the distribution of UU(t). The measure +t is absolutely continuous
w.r.t. Haar measure and its density p1(t, } ) is such that &p1(t, } )&
max(1+2#, 2(1+(2#)&1)12 t&12) for all t>0 and #>0. If 0<:< 12 , then
for t:&1 log(4(1&2:)) we have
&p1(t, } )&1&2 exp(&t:).
Proof. The absolute continuity of +t and the fact that &p1(t, } )&
&p(t, } )& and &p1(t, } )&1&&p(t, } )&1& follow from the subordina-
tion result in [3]. It suffices to combine this with Proposition 1.6. K
2. THE LIBERATION PROCESS
2.1. In a noncommutative probability space (C, .) let 1 # A, 1 # B be two
subalgebras and let (U(t))t0/C be invertible elements in C such that
(U(t))t0 _ (U &1(t))t0 has the distribution of a unitary multiplicative free
Brownian motion and is freely independent of A _ B. Let A V B be the free
product (with amalgamation over C1). For each t0 there is a unique
homomorphism
\t : A V B  C
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such that
\t(a)=U(t) aU(t)&1
\t(b)=b,
where a # A, b # B are viewed as subalgebras of A V B. We call (\t)t0 the
liberation process starting at (A, B).
2.2. For the purposes of this paper we restrict consideration to the case
when A, B are W*-subalgebras in the tracial W*-probability space (M, {)
(i.e., C=M, .={) and we assume the U(t)’s are unitaries in M. The free
product A V B can then be replaced by the full C*-free product (denoted
still by A V B) and the \t ’s will then be unital V -homomorphisms between
C*-algebras.
2.3. The distribution of \t is given by { b \t . Let U # M be a unitary ele-
ment which has Haar distribution and is V -free from A _ B. Let \ be the
corresponding homomorphism of A V B. Since U(t) converges in V -dis-
tribution to U it follows that { b \t converges to { b \ as t  . Note
that U AU &1 and B are free. Hence { b \={|A V {|B . Thus A and B
become asymptotically free in the process \t as t  .
2.4. W*-Discontinuity at  Example
At t= the unitary U is not contained in W*(A _ U BU*)=
W*(\(A V B)), which is isomorphic to the reduced free product A Vred B.
The next proposition shows that if A and B are not ‘‘sufficiently far apart’’
then W*(A _ U(t) BU(t)*)=W*(\t(A V B)) for finite t may be formed in
a rather different way. Indeed, let V be a unitary which is V -free from A
and U(t) and which has the distribution of U(t0). Then U(t) V is V -free
from A and has the distribution of U(t+t0) and by Proposition 2.5 we
have for B=VAV*
W*(A _ U(t) BU(t)*)=W*(A _ [U(t) V ])&A Vred W*([U(t) V ])
&A Vred W*([U(t+t0)]).
2.5. Proposition. Let U be a unitary which is V- free from A and such
that {(U )=c{0. Assume moreover that A contains a diffuse abelian
W*-subalgebra D. Then
W*(A _ UAU*)=W*(A _ [U ]).
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Proof. There is a sequence v1 , v2 , ... # D so that vj=v*j , v2j =1, {(vj )=0,
and {(vjvk)=0 if j{k. Let E be the conditional expectation of M onto
W*(U ). We have
{(vjUvj U*f (U ))={(U ) {(U*f (U ))
so that
E(vj UvjU*)={(U) U*=cU*.
On the other hand if j{k,
{((vjUvj U*&cU*)(vkUvkU*&cU*)*)=0.
It follows that
vj UvjU*&cU* w
w 0 in L2(M )
and hence U # W*(A _ UAU*). K
3. FREE MARKOVIANITY
Roughly, free Markovianity means that the past and future are free with
amalgamation over the present. This section contains free Markovianity
facts that we will use in the study of free entropy. A more expanded
account will be given elsewhere [12].
3.1. Definition. Let 1 # A, 1 # B, 1 # C be W*-subalgebras in (M, {)
and EB the canonical projection of norm one onto B. We will say that the
sequence A, B, C has the free Markovian property if A and C are B-free
in the B-probability space (M, EB). A sequence 01 , 02 , 03 of subsets in M
is freely Markovian if W*(01), W*(02), W*(03) is freely Markovian.
3.2. Definition. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and consider a process
given by a family of unital V -homomorphisms \t : A  M, t0. The pro-
cess is freely Markovian if for every t0>0 the sequence of algebras
W* \ .
0st0
\t(A)+ , W*(\t0(A)), W* \ .t0t \t(A)+
is freely Markovian.
3.3. Lemma. Let 1 # D/B/A1 , 1 # A/A1 be W*-subalgebras in M
and 0/M be a subset such that A1 and 0 are V-(D-free) in (M, ED).
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Further, let 1 # C/W*(B _ 0) be a W*-subalgebra. Then the sequence A,
B, C is freely Markovian.
Proof. It suffices to show that A1 and W*(B _ 0) are B-free if A1 and
W*(D _ 0) are D-free.
Since B and W*(D _ 0) are D-free, a strongly total subset of elements
in Ker EB & W*(B _ 0) is given by elements of the form b0 c1b1 } } } cnbn ,
where bj # B, 0 jn, bk # B & Ker ED , 1kn&1, and cj #
W*(D _ 0) & Ker ED . To see that A1 and W*(D _ 0) are B-free we must
show that EB(a0x1a1x2 } } } xmam)=0 if aj # A1 (1 jm), EBak=0
(1km&1), and xk=b (k)0 c
(k)
1 } } } c
(k)
n(k) b
(k)
n(k) (1km) with b
(k)
j # B,
0 jn(k), b (k)p # B & Ker ED , 1pn(k)&1, c
(k)
j # W*(D _ 0) &
Ker ED . Since EB(a0x1a1 } } } xmam)=0 is the same as showing
{(a0x1 } } } xmamb)=0 for all b # B, and since a$m=amb # A1 , we see that it
suffices to show {(a0x1 } } } am)=0. Further, we may replace a0 , ..., am by
a0 b (1)0 , b
(1)
n(1)a1b
(2)
1 , ..., b
(m)
n(m) am , which reduces the proof to the case b
(k)
0 =
b(k)n(k)=1 (1km). Thus we must show
{(a0c (1)1 b
(1)
1 } } } c
(1)
n(1) a1c
(2)
1 b
(2)
1 } } } )=0.
This follows from the D-freeness of A1 and W*(D _ 0) after it is noticed
that b (k)j # B & Ker ED/A1 & Ker ED . K
3.4. Corollary. Let 1 # B1/M be a W*-subalgebra, Xj=X j* # M,
Yj=Y j* # M (1 jn), Zj=Z j* # M (1 jn) such that B1[X1 , ..., Xn],
[Y1 , ..., Yn], and [Z1 , ..., Zn] are D-free, where 1 # D/B1 is some W*-sub-
algebra. Then
W*(B1[X1 , ..., Xn]), W*(B1[X1+Y=1, ..., Xn+Yn]),
W*(B1[X1+Y1+Z1 , ..., Xn+Yn+Zn])
is freely Markovian.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.3 to
D=D, B=B1[X1+Y1 , ..., Xn+Yn],
A1=B1[X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Yn],
A=B1[X1 , ..., Xn], 0=[Z1 , ..., Zn],
C=B1[X1+Y1+Z1 , ..., Xn+Yn+Zn]. K
3.5. Corollary. Let 1 # B/M, Xj=X j* # M (1 jn) and let
(Sj (t))t0 (1 j<n) be a free n-tuple of free additive Brownian motions,
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which are freely independent of B[X1 , ..., Xn]. Further, let \t : B V
C(R _ ) V } } } V C(R _ )  M (the full free product C*-algebra and
R _  the Alexandroff compactification) be such that \t |B=idB and
\t( f )= f (Xj+S j (t)) when f is the j th copy of C(R _ ). Then the process
(\t)t0 is freely Markovian.
The proof is again an application of Lemma 3.3 along the same lines as
those of the proof of 3.4. We leave the details to the reader.
3.6. Corollary. Let 1 # A, 1 # B1 be W*-subalgebras of M and let
\t : A V B1  M be the liberation process. Then (\t)t0 is freely Markovian.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.3 to D=C, B=W*(\t0(A V B1)),
A1 =W*(A _ B1 _ [U(s) | 0st0])
A=W*((\s(A V B1))0st0)
0=[U(t) U(t0)* | tt0]
C=W*((\t(A V B1))tt0). K
3.7. Lemma. If 1 # A, 1 # B, 1 # C are W*-subalgebras in M which form
a free Markovian sequence, then EAEBEC=EAEC .
Proof. Let A1=W*(A _ B), C1=W*(B _ C ). Then A1 and C1 are free
over B, in particular (EA1&EB)(EC1&EB)=0. We infer
EA EC =(EAEA1)(EC1 EC)
=EA((EA1&EB)+EB)((EC1&EB)+EB) EC=EAEBEC . K
3.8. Lemma. Let \t : A  M, t # [0, ), be V -homomorphisms defining a
freely Markovian process. If 0t1<t2<t3 then
E\t1(A) E\t2(A) E\t3(A)=E\t1(A)E\t3(A) .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.7 after it is remarked that if (\t)t0
is freely Markovian, then \t1(A), \t2(A), \t3(A) is also freely Markovian. K
4. FREE ENTROPY HEURISTICS FOR THE MUTUAL
FREE INFORMATION
In this section we present the considerations which led us to the defini-
tion of the mutual free information and liberation Fisher information. This
will involve properties of the free entropy, which seem natural, but have
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not yet been proved (an account of problems and conjectures about the
microstates-free approach will be given elsewhere).
Let X=X* # M, Y=Y* # M. The definition of the mutual free informa-
tion should be
i*(X; Y )=&/*(X, Y )+/*(X )+/*(Y ).
Let U((t))t0 be a unitary free Brownian motion, which is freely indepen-
dent of [X, Y ]. It seems reasonable to expect that if /*(X, Y ) is finite then
under the liberation process we should have
lim
t  +
/*(X, U(t) YU(t)*)=/*(X )+/*(Y ).
Thus we should have
i*(X; Y )=|

0 \
d
dt
/*(X, U(t) YU(t)*)+ dt.
Since U(t) has multiplicative free increments, it will suffice to study
d
dt
/*(X, U(t) YU(t)*)| t=0 .
In the next section we will show (Corollary 5.7 and Proposition 5.10)
that up to O(=2) the moments of (X, U(=) YU(=)*) and of (X, Y+
(=2)[[J(Y : C[X ]), Y ], Y ]) are the same as =  0. On the other hand a
natural conjecture about free entropy is that its gradient is given by the
n-tuple of partial conjugate variables (a partial result for the free entropy
/ in support of the conjecture is given in Proposition 3.10 in Part V). Thus
for /*(X, Y ) the gradient should be
(J(X : C[Y ]), J(Y : C[X ])).
Hence we should expect that
d
dt
/*(X, U(t) YU(t)*)| t=0 =
1
2
{([[J(Y : C[X ]), Y ], Y ] J(Y : C[X ]))
=&
1
2
{([J(Y : C[X ]), Y ]2).
If Y : C[X, Y ]  C[X, Y ]C[X, Y ] is the derivation which takes C[X ]
and Y to 11 then *Y (11)=J(Y : C[X ]) (here Y is viewed as an
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unbounded operator among L2-spaces). Using Proposition 4.3 in Part V,
we have
*Y (Y1&1Y )=[Y, J(Y : X )].
On the other hand,
*Y (Y1&1Y )=$*(11),
where $ is the derivation of C[X, Y ] into C[X, Y ]C[X, Y ] which takes
C[X ] to 0 and P # C[Y ] to P1&1P.
It is therefore natural to define the liberation Fisher information to be
.*(C[X ]; C[Y ])=|$*(11)| 22=&{([Y, J(Y : C[X ])]
2).
Note that since
/*(X, U(t) YU(t)*)=/*(U(t)* XU(t), Y )=/*(U(t) XU(t)*, Y ),
the joint distributions of the variables being the same, we expect
|$*(11)| 22 to be symmetric in X, Y. This is the reason for the notation
.*(C[X ]; C[Y ]), which suggests symmetry.
Having defined .* via $, we will then use the formula
i*(C[X ]; C[Y ])= 12 |

0
.*(C[X ]; U(t) C[Y ] U(t)*) dt
as the definition of i*(C[X ]; C[Y ]). The approach to the more general
i*(A, B) for two V -subalgebras is the straightforward generalization from
(C[X ]; C[Y ]) to (A, B).
5. THE DERIVATION $ AND THE LIBERATION GRADIENT j
5.1. In Part V the conjugate variable J(X : B) was introduced using the
derivation X . Here we study along similar lines a derivation $ related to
a pair of subalgebras and use it to define the liberation gradient j of the
pair.
5.2. Given two subalgebras A, B in M we shall denote by Alg(A _ B) or
A6 B the subalgebra they generate. If 1 # A, 1 # B are von Neumann sub-
algebras we will denote by W*(A _ B) the von Neumann subalgebras. We
will sometimes abuse notations and in the von Neumann case, denote by
A6 B the von Neumann algebra generated (we will do this only in cases
where the distinction between Alg(A _ B) and W*(A _ B) is not impor-
tant).
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5.3. Let 1 # A, 1 # B be two V -subalgebras in (M, {) that we assume to be
algebraically free (i.e., there is no nontrivial algebraic relation involving
elements in A and B).
We define
$A : B : A 6 B  (A 6 B) (A 6 B)
to be the derivation into the A 6 B bimodule (A 6 B) (A 6 B) such that
$A : B(a)=a1&1a if a # A
$A : B(b)=0 if b # B.
This means that if aj # A and bj # B then
$A : B(a1 b1 } } } anbn)= :
1 jn
(a1 b1 } } } b j&1ajbja j+1bj+1 } } } anbn
&a1b1 } } } aj&1 bj&1ajb j } } } anbn).
5.4. Definition. Let 1 # A, 1 # B be two V -subalgebras in (M, {). An
element ! # L1(W*(A _ B)) is the liberation gradient of (A, B) if
{(!m)=({{)($A : B!) for m # A 6 B.
The liberation gradient (if it exists) will be denoted j(A : B).
5.5. Remarks. (a) It is obvious that the relation defining j(A : B)
determines j(A : B) uniquely. If an element ! : L1(M ) exists, satisfying the
formula in 5.4, then
j(A : B)=EW*(A _ B)!,
where EW*(A _ B) is the conditional expectation onto W*(A _ B).
(b) It follows from (a) that if A1#A, B1#B and j(A1 : B1) exists,
then j(A : B) exists and
j(A : B)=EW*(A _ B) j(A1 : B1).
(c) The formula in the definition of j(A : B) amounts to
{( j(A : B) a1b1 } } } anbn)
= :
1kn
({(a1b1 } } } bk&1ak) {(bkak+1bk+1 } } } anbn)
&{(a1b1 } } } ak&1bk&1) {(akbk } } } anbn)).
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Using Kaplansky’s density theorem, this implies that if j(A : B) exists, then
j(W*(A) : W*(B)) exists and j(W*(A) : W*(B))= j(A : B).
(d) Using (c) one easily sees that
{( j(A : B) a1 b1 } } } anbn)=&{( j(A : B)(a1b1 } } } anbn)*)
={((& j(A : B))* a1b1 } } } anbn)
so that j(A : B)=&j(A : B)*.
5.6. Proposition. Let 1 # A, 1 # B be two V -subalgebras in (M, {) and
let (U(t))t0 be a unitary free Brownian motion, which is freely independent
of A _ B. If aj # A, bj # B, 1 jn, then
{(U(=) a1 U(=)* b1 } } } U(=) anU(=)* bn)
={(a1b1 } } } anbn)+
=
2
({{)
_\$A : B\ :
1kn
akbk } } } anbn a1b1 } } } ak&1bk&1
& :
1kn
bkak+1 bk+1 } } } an bn a1b1 } } } ak&1bk&1ak+++O(=2).
Proof. Let S be a (0, 1)-semicircular element, free from A _ B. Then
by 1.4, we have
{(U(=) a1 U(=)* b1 } } } U(=) anU(=)* bn)
={ \ ‘

1 jn \\1&
=
2++i=12S + aj \\1&
=
2+&i=12S+ bj++O(=2)
={(a1b1 } } } anbn)&= :
1kln
{(a1 b1 } } } [S, ak] bk } } } [S, al] bl } } } anbn)
&n={(a1b1 } } } anbn)+= :
1k<n
{(a1b1 } } } bk&1Sak Sbk } } } anbn)+O(=2)
={(a1b1 } } } anbn)&= :
1k<ln
({(ak } } } bl&1) {(a l } } } bna1 } } } bk&1)
&{(ak } } } al) {(bl } } } bna1 } } } bk&1)&{(bk } } } bl&1) {(al } } } bna1 } } } ak)
+{(bk } } } al) {(bl } } } bna1 } } } ak))
+= :
1kn
({(ak) {(bk } } } bna1 } } } bk&1)&{(akbk } } } bna1 } } } bk&1))
+O(=2).
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On the other hand,
({{) \$A : B \ :
1kn
akbk } } } bna1 } } } bk&1
& :
1kn
bk } } } anbna1 } } } bk&1 ak++
= :
1k<ln
({(ak bk } } } al) {(bl } } } bna1 } } } bk&1)
&{(ak } } } a l&1b l&1) {(al } } } anbna1 } } } bk&1)
&{(bk } } } a l) {(b l } } } bn a1 } } } ak)
+{(bk } } } b l&1) {(al } } } bna1 } } } ak))
+ :
1kn
({(ak) {(bk } } } bna1 } } } bk&1)
&{(ak bk } } } bna1 } } } bk&1)&{(bk } } } bn a1 } } } ak)
+{(bk } } } bna1 } } } bk&1) {(ak))
+ :
1l<kn
({(b l } } } bk&1) {(ak } } } bna1 } } } al)
&{(al } } } bk&1) {(ak } } } bn a1 } } } bl&1)
&{(bl } } } ak) {(bk } } } bna1 } } } al)
+{(al } } } ak) {(bk } } } bna1 } } } bl&1)).
In the right-hand side of the preceding formula the first and third sums are
seen to be equal by permuting the indices k and l. Also, in the second sum
the first term equals the fourth and the second equals the third. After these
remarks the proof is completed by comparing the results of the two com-
putations. K
5.7. Corollary. If A, B, (U(t))t0 are as in 5.6 and a j # A, bj # B,
1 jn, then if j(A : B) exists, we have
{(U(=) a1U(=)* b1 } } } U(=) anU(=)* bn)
={(a1 b1 } } } anbn)
+
=
2
{ \ :
1kn
a1 b1 } } } [ j(A : B), ak] bk } } } anbn++O(=2)
={ \ ‘

1kn
exp \ =2 j(A : B)+ ak exp \&
=
2
j(A : B)+ bk++O(=2).
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The proof is the obvious combination of Proposition 5.6 and the defini-
tion of j(A : B).
We choose to call j(A : B) the liberation gradient because of the connec-
tion to the liberation process of (A, B) in Corollary 5.7.
5.8. Proposition. Let 1 # A, 1 # Ak (1kn) be V -subalgebras in
(M, {). Then
(a) j(A : C)=0,
(b) j(A1 6 } } } 6 An : A)=1kn j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6
An 6 A) in the sense that the left-hand side exists and equals the right-hand
side if the liberation gradients in the right-hand side exist.
Proof. (a) Since A 6 C=A and ({{)($A : C a)=({{)(a1&
1a)=0 it is clear that j(A : C)=0.
(b) Let $=$A1 6 } } } 6 An : A and $k=$Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6An 6 A . We
have
$=$1+ } } } +$n .
Indeed both sides are derivations of A1 6 } } } 6 An 6 A; hence it suffices to
check that they coincide on A1 , ..., An and A. All derivations equal zero
on A, while
$ak=ak 1&1ak=$k ak and $iak=0
if ak # Ak and i{k.
Hence if m # A1 6 } } } 6 An 6 A,
({{)($m)= :
1kn
({{)($km)
= :
1kn
{( j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 A) m),
which implies the desired conclusion. K
5.9. Proposition. Let 1 # Ak (1kn) be V -subalgebras.
(a) If j(A1 : A2) exists, then j(A2 : A1) exists and
j(A1 : A2)=&j(A2 : A1).
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(b) If j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An) exists for 2kn, then
j(A1 : A2 6 } } } 6 An) exists and equals
& :
2kn
j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An).
Proof. Clearly (a) is a particular case of (b). As for 5.8 the result
follows from an equality for derivations. Let $k=$Ak : A1 6 } } } 6A k 6 } } } 6 An
and $=$A1 6 } } } 6 An : C . By the proof of 5.8 we have
$=$1+ } } } +$n
and since ({{) b $=0 we infer
({{) b $1=& :
2kn
({{) b $k ,
which then gives (b). K
5.10. The next proposition shows that there is a link between j and J
which, in particular, when the results about J are used, provides examples
where j exists.
Proposition. Let 1 # B be a V -subalgebra in (M, {) and X=X* # M. If
J(X : B) exists then
j(C[X ] : B)=[J(X : B), X ].
Proof. We have
{([J(X : B), X ] b0Xb1X } } } bn)
={(J(X : B) Xb0X } } } bn)&{(J(X : B) b0Xb1 } } } bnX )
={(b0Xb1 X } } } bn)+ :
1kn
{(Xb0X } } } bk&1) {(bk X } } } bn)
& :
1kn
{(b0 X } } } bk&1) {(bkX } } } bnX )&{(b0Xb1X } } } bn)
= :
1kn
({(b0X } } } bk&1X ) {(bk X } } } bn)
&{(b0X } } } bk&1) {(XbkX } } } bn))
=({{)($C[X ] : B b0X } } } bn). K
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5.11. Corollary. Let 1 # B be a V-subalgebra in (M, {) and Xk=
X*k # M, 1kn. Assume J(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , } } } Xn]) exist for 1kn.
Then j(C[X1 , ..., Xn] : B) exists and
j(C[X1 , ..., Xn] : B)= :
1kn
[J(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xn]), Xk].
The corollary follows immediately by applying 5.8(b) with A=B,
Ak=C[Xk] and applying 5.10 to
j(C[Xk] : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xn]).
5.12. Corollary. Let Xk=X*k # M, 1kn, and assume J(Xk :
C[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xn]) (1kn) exists. Then
:
1kn
[J(Xk : C[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xn]), Xk]=0.
5.13. We pass now to the relation to free independence. We begin with
the analogue of 3.6 in Part V, i.e., the free extension of the constants. We
will take into account the fact pointed out in [7] that freeness can be
replaced by freeness with amalgamation in 3.6 of Part V.
Proposition. Let 1 # B be a W*-subalgebra and 1 # A, 1 # C be V -sub-
algebras in (M, {). Assume A and C are B-free in (M, EB). Then
j(A : B)= j(A : B 6 C).
5.14. The preceding proposition follows from
({{) b $A : B 6 C=({{) b $A : B b EA 6 B | A 6 B6 C ,
i.e., from
({{) b $A : B6 C(A 6 B 6 CA 6 B)=0.
Since later we will need a similar result for another derivation, we prefer to
prove a more general fact which is applicable in both cases.
Proposition. Let 1 # B be a W*-subalgebra and 1 # A, 1 # C be V -sub-
algebras in (M, {). Assume A and C are B-free in (M, EB). Let D: A 6 B 6
C  (A 6 B 6 C ) (A 6 B 6 C ) be a derivation such that D(B 6 C)=0
and D(A 6 B)/(A 6 B) (A 6 B). Then
({{) b D=({{) b D b EA 6B |A 6 B 6 C .
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Proof. Before going into the details of the proof, remark that the
B-freeness condition implies
EA 6BA 6 B 6 C/A 6 B
(i.e., no closure is necessary on the right-hand side).
Let
F1 =(A 6 B) & Ker EB ,
F2=(B 6 C ) & Ker EB .
By the B-freeness of A 6 B and B 6 C we have
A 6 B 6 C  A6 B=F2 
k2

:i # [1, 2]
:1{:2{ } } } {:k
F:1 F:2 } } } F:k .
By our assumptions DF2=0 and DF1/((F1+B) (F1+B)). If :1{:2{
} } } {:k , : i # [1, 2], k2, then
DF:1 } } } F:k/ :
1ik
F:1 } } } F:i&1(F:1+B) (F:1+B) F:i+1 } } } F:ik .
Since k2, either i>1 or i<k, so that either
{(F:1 } } } F:i&1(F:i+B))=0
or
{((F:i+B) F:i+1 } } } F:ik)=0
by B-freeness. Thus
({{)(A 6 B 6 C  A 6 B)=0. K
5.15. Corollary. Let 1 # A, 1 # B, 1 # C be a freely Markovian
sequence of W*-subalgebras in (M, {). If j(A : B) exists, then j(A : C ) exists
and we have
j(A : C )=EA 6 C j(A : B).
Proof. By 5.13 we have j(A : C )=EA 6 C j(A : B 6 C ). K
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5.16. Corollary. Let 1 # A, 1 # D/B be W*-subalgebras in (M, {),
and let U # M be a unitary, so that A 6 B and [U, U*] are D-free in
(M, ED). Then
j(A : UBU*)=EA 6UBU* j(A : B).
Proof. By 3.3, A and C=W*(U) are B-free in (M, EB). Hence by 5.13
j(A : B)= j(A : B 6 C).
Since UBU*/B 6 C, by 5.5(a) we have
j(A : UBU*)=EA 6 UBU* j(A : B 6 C )=EA 6 UBU* j(A : B). K
5.17. Proposition. Let 1 # A, 1 # B be V -subalgebras in (M, {). Then
j(A : B)=0 iff A and B are free. Equivalently, A and B are free iff
({{) b $A : B=0.
Proof. The equivalence of the statement in terms of $ and j is obvious.
If A and B are free then by 5.13 we have
0= j(A : C)= j(A : B 6 C)= j(A : B).
Conversely, assume j(A : B)=0. If a # A, b # B, {(a)={(b)=0, then
{(ab)={(ab)&{(a) {(b)={( j(A : B) ab)=0. Assume that we proved
{(a1b1 } } } akbk)=0 if 1k<n, {(ap)=0, {(bp)=0, 1pk, ap # A, bp # B.
We shall prove {(a1 b1 } } } anbn)=0.
Note first that the assumption implies {(a1b1 } } } akbk)=0 (k<n) even if
we no longer require {(bk)=0 or if we no longer require {(a1)=0. This is
again shown by induction on k using for bk ,
{(a1b1 } } } akbk)={(a1b1 } } } ak(bk&{(bk))+{((ak a1) b1 } } } ak&1bk&1) {(bk)
and an analogous formula for a1 .
We have
0=&{( j(A : B) a1b1 } } } anbn)
={(a1b1 } } } anbn)&{(a1) {(b1 } } } anbn)
+ :
2kn
({(a1b1 } } } bk&1) {(ak } } } bn)&{(a1b1 } } } ak) {(bk } } } bn))
={(a1b1 } } } anbn). K
5.18. The results on j provide the solution to some questions on 8* that
we did not settle in Part V.
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Proposition. Let Xp=X*p # M, X=X* # M, Yq=Y*q # M, 1pm,
1qn, and let 1 # B/M be a V -subalgebra.
(a) If J(X : B) exists and [J(X : B), X ]=0 then [X ] and B are
free.
(b) If 8*(X1 , ..., Xm : B)=8*(X1 , ..., Xm)< then [X, ..., Xm] and
B are free.
(c) If 8*(X1 , ..., Xm , Y1 , ..., Yn)=8*(X1 , ..., Xm)+8*(Y1 , ..., Yn)<
then [X, ..., Xm] and [Y1 , ..., Yn] are free.
Proof. (a) This is immediate from 5.10 and 5.17.
(b) Since 8*(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm])8*(Xk : C[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm]),
the assumption implies that we have equality and that the quantities are
finite for 1 jn. Moreover,
J(Xk : C[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm])
=EC[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm ]J(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm])
and
|J(Xk : C[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm])|2=|J(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm])|2
imply
J(Xk : C[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm])=J(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm]).
Hence by Corollary 5.11,
j(C[X1 , ..., Xm] : B)= :
1km
[J(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xm]), Xk]
# L2(W*(X1 , ..., Xm), {).
On the other hand, j(A : B) = A since {( j(A : B) a)={(a)&{(a)=0. Hence
j(C[X1 , ..., Xm] : B)=0. The assertion becomes a consequence of 5.17.
(c) Let A=C[X1 , ..., Xm], B=C[Y1 , ..., Yn]. We have
8*(X1 , ..., Xm , Y1 , ..., Yn)=8*(X1 , ..., Xm : B)+8*(Y1 , ..., Yn : A).
Since
8*(X1 , ..., Xm : B)8*(X1 , ..., Xm)
8*(Y1 , ..., Yn : A)8*(Y1 , ..., Yn)
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and these quantities are finite by the assumption, we infer
8*(X1 , ..., Xm : B)=8*(X1 , ..., Xm)<
8*(Y1 , ..., Yn : A)=8*(Y1 , ..., Yn)<.
The result is then a consequence of (b). K
5.19. We conclude this section with convergence results for j.
Proposition. Let 1 # Ak , 1 # Bk , 1 # A, 1 # B be W*-subalgebras in
(M, {) such that
s- lim
k  
(I&EAk) EA=0, s- limk  
(I&EBk ) EB=0
on L2(M ). Assume moreover j(Ak : Bk) # L2(M ) for k # N and | j(Ak : Bk)| 2
C. Then in L2(M ),
w- lim
k  
EA 6 B j(Ak : Bk)= j(A : B).
In particular j(A : B) exists and | j(A : B)|2C.
Proof. Let ap # A, bp # B, 1pn. Then
|(AAk a1)(EBk b1) } } } (EAk an)(EBk bn)&a1 b1 } } } anbn | 2
(max[&a1&, ..., &an&, &b1&, ..., &bn &])2n&1
_ :
1pn
( |ap&EAk ap |2+|bp&EBk bp | 2)
goes to zero as k   since ap&EAk ap=(I&EAk) EAap , etc. We infer
{((EA 6 B j(Ak : Bk)) a1 b1 } } } anbn)
={( j(Ak : Bk) a1b1 } } } anbn)
={( j(Ak : Bk)(EAk a1)(EBk b1) } } } (EAk an)(EBk bn))
+{( j(Ak : Bk)(a1b1 } } } anbn&(EAk a1) } } } (EBk bn))).
Since it is easy to see that
lim
k  
{( j(Ak : Bk)(EAk a1) } } } (EBk bn))
= lim
k  
({{)($Ak : Bk(EAk a1) } } } (EBk bn))
=({{)($A : B(a1b1 } } } anbn)).
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We infer
lim
k  
((EA 6 B j(Ak : Bk)) a1 b1 } } } anbn)=({{)($A : Ba1 b1 } } } anbn),
which since | j(Ak : Bk)|2C implies that EA 6 B j(Ak : Bk) converges
weakly in L2(M ) to j(A : B). K
5.20. Corollary. Let 1 # A1/A2/ } } } , 1 # B1/B2/ } } } be increas-
ing sequences of W*-subalgebras in (M, {) and let A=W*(n1 An),
B=W*(n1 Bn). Assume
sup
k # N
| j(Ak : Bk)| 2<.
Then j(A : B) exists and
lim
k  
| j(Ak : Bk)& j(A : B)|=0.
In particular, | j(A : B)|2=limk   | j(Ak : Bk)|2 .
Proof. Let Ek=EAk 6 Bk , jk= j(Ak : Bk) (k1), and j0=0. If p>q1
then Eq jp= jq . Hence ( jn+1& jn)n0 is an orthogonal sequence and
:
n0
| jn+1& jn | 22= lim
n  
| jn | 22<.
Hence jn converges in 2-norm to some j # L2(M ). Since EAn A EA and
EBn A EB we have s-limn  (I&EAn) EA=0, s-limn  (I&EBn) EB=0.
Moreover EA 6 B jn= jn . Hence by Proposition 5.19, j(A : B)= j and
| j& jn |2  0 by the above. K
6. MORE ABOUT $A : B IN L2
This section deals with further properties of $A : B and $*A : B as unbounded
operators in L2.
6.1. Proposition. The following conditions on ! # L2(W*(A _ B)) are
equivalent:
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(i) != j(A : B).
(ii) Viewing $A : B : A 6 B  (A 6 B) (A 6 B) as a densely defined
unbounded operator from L2(W*(A6 B)) to L2(W*(A 6 B) 2), we have
the fact that 11 is in the domain of definition of $*A : B and
$*A : B11=&!.
Proof. Remark that
({{)(($A : B y)(11)*)={( y’)
for y # A 6 B is equivalent to ’*=$*A : B11 and at the same time is equiv-
alent to ’= j(A : B). By 5.5(d), j(A : B)*=&j(A : B). K
6.2. Proposition. Consider $A : B as an unbounded operator from
L2(A 6 B) to L2((A 6 B) (A 6 B)) with domain of definition A6 B.
Assume ’ # D($*A : B) and y # A 6 B. Then
’(1y) # D($*A : B), ( y1) ’ # D($*A : B)
and
$*A : B(’(1y))=($*A : B(’)) y&(id{)( y($A : B( y*))*)
$*A : B(( y1) ’)=y($*A : B(’))&({ id)(($A : B( y*))* ’).
In particular, if ’ # D($*A : B), then ((A 6 B)1) ’(1 (A 6 B))/D($*A : B).
The proof depends only on the fact that $A : B is a derivation and is the
same as the proof of Proposition 4.1 in Part V.
6.3. Corollary. If j(A : B) exists and is in L2(A6 B), then (A 6 B)
(A 6 B)/D($*A : B) and $A : B is pre-closed.
6.4 As in Part V, if T is an operator affiliated with M then
mT : MM  M (the  is algebraic) is the linear map such that
mT ( y1y2)=y1 Ty2 .
Proposition. As in 6.1 consider $A : B as an unbounded operator with
D($A : B)=A 6 B. Assume 11 # D($*A : B). If ’ # (A6 B) (A 6 B) then
$*A : B’=m$*A : B (11)(’)&m1((id{ id)($A : B id+id$A : B) ’).
The proof is the same as that for Proposition 4.3 in Part V.
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7. SOME INEQUALITIES
If j(A : B) exists then A and B must be sufficiently far apart. The
inequalities in this section estimate ‘‘how far apart’’ when j(A : B) is in L.
7.1. Lemma. Let 1 # A, 1 # B be V -subalgebras in (M, {) such that
j(A : B) exists. If a # A & Ker {, b # B & Ker { then
{( j(A : B) ab)=&{( j(A : B) ba)=&{(ab)
and
{( j(A : B)[a, b])=&2{(ab).
In particular, {( j(A : B) m)=0 if m # linear span[ab+ba | a # A, b # B].
7.2. Proposition. Let 1 # A, 1 # B be W*-subalgebras in (M, {) so that
& j(A : B)&<. If a # A & Ker {, b # B & Ker { then
|{(ab)|
& j(A : B)&
(1+& j(A : B)&2)12
|a|2 |b|2 .
Proof. Let *=& j(A : B)&. Clearly it suffices to prove the inequality in
the case {(ab)0 and |a|2=|b|2=1.
Let x=(a+b)2 , y=(a&b)2. Then |x|2| y|2 and |x| 22+| y|
2
2=1.
Hence there is % # [0, ?2] such that |x|2=cos(%2), | y|2=sin(%2). Then
{(ab)={((x+ y)(x& y))={(x2& y2)=\cos %2+
2
&\sin %2+
2
=cos %.
Also,
|[a, b]| 1=|[x+ y, x& y]|1=2 |[x, y]|14 |x|2 | y|2=2 sin %.
Lemma 7.1 gives
* |[a, b]| 12 |{(ab)|
so that 2* sin %2 cos %. Hence tan %*&1, which gives
|{(ab)|=cos %=(1+(tan %)2)&12*(1+*2)&12. K
7.3. The following is an immediate reformulation of 7.2.
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Corollary. Let 1 # A, 1 # B be W*-subalgebras in (PM, {) such that
& j(A : B)&<. Then
&(EA&EC1)(EB&EC1)&& j(A : B)& (1+& j(A : B)&2)&12.
7.4. Corollary. Let Xk=X*k # M, 1kn, and let 1 # B be a W*-sub-
algebra in M. Assume &J(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xn])&< (1kn). Then,
if a # W*(C[X1 , ..., Xn]) & Ker { and b # B & Ker {, we have
|{(ab)||a|2 |b| 2 :(1+:2)&12,
where :=&1kn [Jk , Xk]& and Jk=J(Xk : B[X1 , ..., X k , ..., Xn]).
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 5.11 and Proposition 7.2. K
7.5. Corollary. Let Xk=X*k # M, 1kn, and let Sk # M, 1kn,
be (0, 1) semicircular, such that [X1 , ..., Xn], [S1], ..., [Sn] are free.
Further, let A=W*(C[X1+S1 , ..., Xn+Sn]) and B=W*(C[X1 , ..., Xn]).
Then
&(EA&EC1)(EB&EC1)&;(1+;2)&12,
where ;=&1kn [Xk , Sk]&.
Proof. Apply 7.4 to B[X1+S1 , ..., Xn+Sn]=B[S1 , ..., Sn]. By 3.7 and
3.9 in Part V the partial conjugates of (X1+S1 , ..., Xn+Sn) w.r.t. B are
S1 , ..., Sn . Hence the result follows from 7.4. K
7.6. Corollary. Let Xk=X*k # M, 1kn, and let [S1 , ..., Sn] be a
free semicircular system of (0, 1) variables, free w.r.t. [X1 , ..., Xn]. Then
W*(C[X1+S1 , ..., Xn+Sn]) & W*(C[X1 , ..., Xn])=C1.
8. REGULARIZATION VIA LIBERATION
In this section we show that after liberation the liberation gradient exists.
This is similar to the existence of J after regularizing by a semicircular per-
turbation X  X+=S.
8.1. We need some variations on the X -machinery in Part V to deal
with the case when X is unitary. Let U # M be unitary and let 1 # B/M
be a V-subalgebra such that U has infinite order and B and C[U, U&1]
are algebraically free. We shall denote by U the derivation of B[U, U&1]
into B[U, U&1]B[U, U&1] such that U |B=0 and UU=11. Note
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that the last requirement implies UU&1=&U &1U&1. Further, let
dU : BB[U, U&1]  B[U, U &1]B[U, U&1] be the derivation given by
dU : B(m)=(1U )(U (m)).
It can be described equivalently by the requirements dU : B=0 and
dU : B(U )=1U (which implies dU : B(U&1)=&U&11).
As for X and $A : B , we will be interested in d*U : B11. We have
d*U : B 11=’* if {(’m)=({{)(dU : Bm) for all m # B[U, U&1]. We shall
also write dU for dU : B , when B is obvious.
Proposition. We have
dU : B |B6 UBU&1=&$UBU&1 : B .
Proof. We have
dU : Bb1Ub2U&1 } } } b2k&1Ub2kU&1
= :
1pk
(b1 Ub2 U&1 } } } b2p&1 Ub2pU&1 } } } b2k&1Ub2kU&1
&b1 Ub2 U&1 } } } b2p&1 Ub2pU&1b2p+1 } } } b2k&1 Ub2kU &1)
=&$UBU&1 : Bb1Ub2U &1 } } } b2k&1Ub2k U&1. K
8.3. Corollary. Assume d*U : B11=’. Then j(UBU &1 : B) exists and
j(UBU&1 : B)=&EB 6 UBU&1 ’*.
8.4. Proposition. Assume B and C[U, U&1] are free in (M, {). If
d*U : C 11 exists then d*U : B 11 exists and
d*U : C 11=d*U : B11.
Proof. We must show that
({{) b dU : C b EC[U, U&1] |B[U, U&1]=({{) b dU : B .
This was proved more generally in Proposition 5.14 (apply 5.14 with D, A,
B, C, replaced by dU : B , C[U, U&1], C, B). K
8.5. Corollary. Assume B and C[U, U&1] are free in (M, {). If
d*U : C 11 exists then j(UBU &1 : B) exists and
j(UBU&1 : B)=&EB 6 UBU*d*U : C11.
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If moreover {(U ){0 and W*(B) contains a diffuse abelian W*-subalgebra
then
j(UBU&1 : B)=&d*U : C11.
Proof. The first assertion follows from 8.3 and 8.4. The second assertion
follows from the first and the fact that W*(B 6 UBU&1)=W*(B _ [U ])
by Proposition 2.5. K
8.6. Corollary. Let 1 # A, 1 # B be V -subalgebras in M and assume
A6 B and C[U, U&1] are free in (M, {). If d*U : C11 exists then
j(UAU&1 : B) exists and
j(UAU&1 : B)=&EB 6 UAU&1d*U : C11.
Proof. Let B1#A 6 B be a W*-subalgebra which contains a diffuse
abelian W*-subalgebra. We may also assume B1 and C[U, U&1] are free
in (M, {). Then
j(UAU&1 : B)=EUAU&1 6 B j(UB1 U* : B1)
=EUAU&1 6B(&EB1 6 UB1U&1d*U : C11)
= &EUAU&1 6 Bd*U : C 11. K
8.7. In view of the preceding we turn now to the existence question for
d*U : C 11. Since L2(W*(U ), {) identifies with L2(T, d+), where T=
[z # C | |z|=1] and + is the distribution of U (i.e., { of the spectral measure
of U ) this is an analysis question on T. The following is the analogue of
Proposition 3.5 in Part V.
Proposition. Assume the distribution +U of U is absolutely continuous
w.r.t. Haar measure on T and has density p # L3(T, d*) (the Haar measure
d* is normalized ). Then d*U : C 11 exists in L2(W*(U )) and we have
d*U : C 11=ig(U), where g is the Hilbert transform of p, i.e.,
g=L3&lim
= a 0
H= p
with
(H= p)(ei%1)=&
1
2? |=<|%|?
p(ei(%1&%))
tan(%2)
d%.
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Proof. Identifying C[U, U&1] with C[z, z&1], i.e., the Laurent polyno-
mials on the circle, the derivation dU : C acts like
f 
f (z1)& f (z2)
z1&z2
z2 # C[z1 , z&11 ]C[z2 , z&12 ]&C[z1 , z2 , z&11 , z&12 ].
Since L2(C[U, U &1], {) identifies with L2(T, p d*), we have
({{)(dU : C f )=||
f (z1)& f (z2)
z1&z2
z2 p(z1) p(z2) d*(z1) d*(z2)
=lim
= a 0 |||z1&z2 |>= f (z1)
z1+z2
z1&z2
p(z1) p(z2) d*(z1) d*(z2).
Identifying (T, d*) with [0, 2?] endowed with 12? times Lebesgue
measure and noting that
ei%1+ei%2
ei%1&ei%2
=
&i
tan((%1&%2)2)
we have
({{)(dU : C f )
=lim
$ a 0
(2?)&2 |
|%1|?
d%1 p(ei%1) f (ei%1) \|$<|%|?
ip(ei(%1&%))
tan %2
d%+ ,
where %=%1&%2 . Thus
({{)(dU : C f )=lim
$ a 0 ||%1| ? d%1 p(e
i%1) f (ei%1)(&iH$ p)(ei%1).
By the theory of the Hilbert transform (see [8]) we have the fact that H$ p
converges in L3 to the Hilbert transform Hp, which is in L3. Thus
({{)(dU : C f )=| f (&iHp) d+U .
Since p, Hp are in L3(T, d*) we infer Hp # L2(T, p d*). Note also that Hp
is real, so that
d*U : C 11=(&i(Hp)(U ))*=i(Hp)(U ). K
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8.8. Corollary. Assume the distribution +U of U is absolutely con-
tinuous w.r.t. Haar measure on T and has density p # L3(T, d*). Then
3 |d*U : C11| 22=&1+| p3(z) d*(z)
and
&d*U : C11&=&(Hp) .0&L ,
where .0 is the indicator function of 0=[z # T | p(z)>0] and the L-norm
is for L(T, d*).
Proof. The assertion about the L-norm is obvious. For the L2-norm,
note that p+iHp is an analytic function in the Hardy space H3 and that
the constant term in its Taylor series is 1. Hence
|
T
( p+iHp)3 d*=1
and taking the real part, we have
|
T
( p3&3p(Hp)2) d*=1.
Since
|d*U : C11| 22=| (Hp)2 d+U=| (Hp)2 p d*
we have the desired result. K
8.9. By analogy with the considerations in Part I, we may view
|d*U : C11| 22 as some kind of free Fisher information of U. We will
examine the more general case of dU : B elsewhere and concentrate here on
the case B=C. It will be convenient to make the following definition.
Definition. If U is a unitary element in (M, {) we denote by F(U) the
quantity |d*U : C 11| 22 if d*U : C11 exists and put F(U)= otherwise.
Since F(U ) depends only on the distribution of U, we shall also write F(+)
and F( p) if + is a probability measure on T which is the distribution of U,
or if p is the density w.r.t. Haar measure of a Haar absolutely continuous
probability measure on T.
In particular Corollary 8.8 means
3F( p)=&1+| p3 d*=3 | p(Hp)2 d*.
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8.10. Remark. If U(t) is unitary free Brownian motion and 0<:< 12 ,
then there are constants C1>0 and C2>0 such that
0<t1 O F(U(t))C1 t&1
and
t1 O F(U(t))C2 exp(&t:).
Indeed, the estimate for 0<t1 follows from the first estimate in Proposi-
tion 1.6 and the fact that * (supp &t)Kt12 by [2, Lemma 8]. The second
assertion follows directly from Proposition 1.6.
9. THE LIBERATION FISHER INFORMATION .*
We define the liberation Fisher information and give some of its basic
properties.
9.1. Definition. Let 1 # Ak (1kn) and 1 # B be V -subalgebras in
(M, {). We define the liberation Fisher information of A1 , ..., An relative to
B by
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)= :
1kn
| j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)| 22
if the liberation gradients in the right-hand side exist; otherwise
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=. The liberation Fisher information of A1 , ..., An is
defined by
.*(A1 ; ...; An)=.*(A1 ; ...; An : C).
An alternative name for .* is infinitesimal liberation information.
9.2. Remarks. (a) The same kind of heuristic reasoning as that in
Section 4 suggests the following interpretation of .*(A1 ; ...; An : B). Let
(Uk(t))t0 (1kn) be n free unitary Brownian motions, free w.r.t. each
other and free w.r.t. [X1 , ..., Xm] _ B (where Xj=X j* # M ). Assume
0=k0<k1<k2< } } } <kn=m
and Ap=W*([Xi | kp&1<ikp]). Then we should have
d
dt
/*(U1(t) X1 U 1*(t), ..., U1(t) Xk1 U 1*(t), U2(t) Xk1+1 U 2*(t), ...,
U2(t) Xk2 U 2*(t) } } } : B)| t=0=
1
2.*(A1 ; ...; An : B).
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(b) Thus .*(A1 ; ...; An : B) is related to a more general liberation
process given by homomorphisms \t : A1 V A2 V } } } V An V B  M so that
\t(ak)=Uk(t) akU*k (t), ak # Ak , and \t(b)=b, b # B.
(c) Note also that .*(A; B)=2.*(A : B)=2.*(B : A).
(d) Clearly
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)= :
1kn
.*(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B).
More generally, if 0=k0<1k1<k2< } } } <kp=n,
.*(A1 ; ...; Ak1 ; Ak1+1 ; ...; Ak2 ; ...; Akp : B)
= :
1sp
.* \Aks&1+1 ; ...; Aks : \ 
or ks<mn
1mks&1
Am+6 B+ .
(e) By 5.5(b) if Ck , D are V-subalgebras such that Ak/Ck , B/D,
then
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B).*(C1 ; ...; Cn : D).
(f ) By 5.5(c) we have
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=.*(W*(A1); ...; W*(An) : B).
(g) By (d) and (f ),
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B) :
1kn
.*(Ak : B)
and more generally, if 0=k0<k1<k2< } } } <kp=n
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B) :
1sp
.*(Aks&1+1 ; ...; Aks : B).
(h) If 1 # A, 1 # B, 1 # C is a freely Markovian sequence of W*-sub-
algebras in (M, {), then .*(A : C ).*(A : B).
9.3. Proposition. Let 1 # B, 1 # C, 1 # Ak (1kn) be W*-subalge-
bras in (M, {).
(a) If 0=k0<k1< } } } <kp=n and A1 6 } } } 6 Ak1 , Ak1+1 6 } } } 6
Ak2 , ..., Akp&1+1 6 } } } 6 An are B- free in (M, EB), then
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)= :
1sp
.*(Aks&1+1 ; ...; Aks : B).
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If moreover p=n and ks=s, i.e., A1 , ..., An are B- free, then
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=.*(A1 6 } } } 6 An : B).
(b) If A1 6 } } } 6 An and C are B- free in (M, EB), then
.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=.*(A1 ; ...; An : B 6 C ).*(A1 ; ...; An : C ).
(c) .*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=0 iff A1 , ..., An , B are free in (M, {).
Proof. In view of the B-freeness assumption by Proposition 5.13, if
ks&1<iks , then
j(Ai : A1 6 } } } 6 A i 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)
= j(Ai : Aks&1+1 6 } } } 6 A i 6 } } } 6 Aks 6 B).
Indeed Ai 6 (Aks&1+1 6 } } } 6 A i 6 } } } 6 Aks) 6 B and (A1 6 } } } 6 Aks&1)
6(Aks+1 6 } } } 6 An) 6 B are B-free and hence by Lemma 3.3, also
Aks&1+1 6 } } } 6 A i 6 } } } 6 Aks 6 B-free. This proves the first part of (a).
If A1 , ..., An are B-free,
j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)= j(Ak : B).
By B-freeness the subspaces (Ak 6 B)  B are orthogonal (1kn). Since
j(Ak : B) is in the L2-closure of (Ak 6 B)  B, we have
} :
1kn
j(Ak : B) }
2
2
= :
1kn
| j(Ak : B)| 22 .
On the other hand, by 5.8(b) we have
j(A1 6 } } } 6 An : B)= :
1kn
j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 B)
= :
1kn
j(Ak : B),
which then yields the second assertion.
(b) Since A1 6 } } } 6 An and C are B-free, we have Ak 6
(A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B) and C are free over B, which implies
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Ak 6 (A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B) and C are free over A1 6 } } } 6
A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B in (M, EA1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B) by Lemma 3.3. Hence
j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)
= j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B 6 C )
by 5.13.
(c) By 5.5(d), .*(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)=0, and hence
j(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)=0, so that by Proposition 5.17,
Ak and A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B are free in (M, {). By 5.8(b) we also
have j(A1 6 } } } 6 An : B)=0 and hence B and A1 6 } } } 6 An are free.
Thus A1 , ..., An , B are free. The converse follows from 5.17. K
9.4. The next proposition is about the regularizing effect of liberation.
Proposition. Let 1 # B, 1 # Ak (1kn) be V -subalgebras and let Uk
(1kn), U be unitary elements in (M, {) so that A1 6 } } } 6 An 6 B,
[U1], ..., [Uk], [U ] are V - free.
(a) If F(Uk)< for 1kn, then
.*(U1A1U 1*; ...; UnAn U n* : B) :
1kn
F(Uk).
(b) If there is an abelian diffuse W*-subalgebra 1 # D/W*(A1) & } } }
& W*(An) & W*(B), and {(Uk){0, F(Uk)< for 1kn, then
.*(U1A1U 1*; ...; UnAn U n* : B)= :
1kn
F(Uk).
(c) .*(A1 ; ...; An : B).*(U1A1U 1*; ...; Un AnU n* : UBU*).
Proof. (a) By Corollary 8.6,
| j(UkAkU k* : U1A1U 1*6 } } } 6 UkAk Uk*@6 } } } 6 UnAnU n*6 B)|
2
2F(Uk).
(b) Since D/W*(Ak) and
D/W*(U1A1U 1*) 6 } } } 6 W*(UkAkU k*@) 6 } } } 6 W*(UnAnU n*) 6W*(B)
we have
| j(UkAkU k* : U1A1U 1* 6 } } } 6 UkAkU k*@6 } } } 6 Un AnU n* 6 B)|
2
2
 j |(UkDU k* : D)|
2
2=F(Uk),
where we used 5.5(b) and Corollary 8.5. Together with (a) this gives (b).
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(c) (Ak 6 W*(Uk)) 6 (A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B) and W*(U1 , ...,
U k , ..., Un , U ) are free in (M, {). Hence by Lemma 3.3 we infer that
Uk AkU k*, A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B, U1 A1U 1* 6 } } } 6 UkAkUk*@6
} } } 6 UnAnU n* 6 UBU* is freely Markovian, so that by 9.2(h)
.*(Uk AkU k* : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)
.*(UkAkU k* : U1A1U 1* 6 } } } 6 UkAk Uk*@
6 } } } 6 UnAnU n* 6 UBU*).
Similarly, because (A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B) 6 Ak and W*(Uk) are
free, by Lemma 3.3, A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B, Ak , UkAk U k* is freely
Markovian, so that
.*(Ak : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)
=.*(A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B : Ak)
.*(A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B : Uk AkU k*)
=.*(Uk Ak U k* : A1 6 } } } 6 A k 6 } } } 6 An 6 B).
9.5. Remark. The preceding proposition can be used in conjunction
with the results at the end of Section 8 which compute F(Uk) in terms of
the density of the distribution of Uk . In particular Remark 8.10 gives
estimates for F(Uk(t)).
9.6. Proposition. Let 1 # Ai , 1 # B, 1 # A ( p)i , 1 # B
( p) (1in), p # N
be W*-subalgebras in (M, {) such that
s- lim
p  
(I&EAi( p)) EAi =0 (1in)
s- lim
p  
(I&EB ( p)) EB=0
as operators on L2(M, {). Then
lim inf
p  
.*(A( p)1 ; ...; A
( p)
n : B
( p)).*(A1 ; ...; An : B).
Proof. The argument is similar to Proposition 5.19. It suffices to show
that if for some constant C,
C| j(A ( p)i : A
( p)
1 6 } } } 6 Ai
( p)@ 6 } } } 6 A ( p)n 6 B)|2
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for all p # N, then
w- lim
p  
EA1 6 } } } 6 An 6 B j(A
( p)
i : A
( p)
1 6 } } } 6 Ai
( p)@ 6 } } } 6 A ( p)n 6 B)
= j(Ai : A1 6 } } } 6 Ai@ 6 } } } 6 An 6 B).
Indeed, as in the proof of 5.19 let
x=x1b1 } } } xmbm # A1 6 } } } 6 An 6 B,
where xr=a1, r } } } akr , r with at, r # Ai(t, r) and bs # B. These elements are total
in A1 6 } } } 6 An 6 B. Let
x( p)=x ( p)1 b
( p)
1 } } } x
( p)
m b
( p)
m ,
where b ( p)s =EB ( p)bs and
x ( p)r =(EA( p)i (1, r) a1, r) } } } (EA
( p)
i (kr , r)
akr , r).
As in 5.19 we have
lim
p  
|x&x( p)|2=0
and
lim
p  
({{)($Ai( p) : A1( p) 6 } } } 6 @Ai( p) 6 } } } 6 An( p) 6B ( p) x
( p))
=({{)($Ai : A1 6 } } } 6 @Ai 6 } } } 6 An 6 Bx)
so that
lim
p  
{( j(A ( p)i : A
( p)
1 6 } } } 6 Ai
( p)@ 6 } } } 6 A ( p)n 6 B) x)
= lim
p  
{( j(A( p)i : A
( p)
1 6 } } } 6 Ai
( p)@ 6 } } } 6 A ( p)n 6 B) x
( p))
=({{)($Ai : A1 6 } } } 6 @Ai 6 } } } 6 An 6 Bx). K
9.7. We also give another variant of semicontinuity of .* for con-
vergence in distribution of the algebras.
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Proposition. Let C1 , ..., Cn , D be unital C*-algebras and consider ( p)
and  unital V -homomorphisms of the full C* free product C1 V } } } V Cn V D
into M. If { b ( p) converges pointwise to { b  then
lim inf
p  
.*(( p)(C1); ...; .( p)(Cn) :  ( p)(D))
.*((C1); ...; (Cn) : (D)).
Proof. Using 9.2(d) the proof reduces to the case n=1 (with D
replaced by C1 6 } } } 6 C k 6 } } } 6 Cn 6 D). Thus we will have to deal
with C and D. Let X=C V D and let X0/X be the algebraic free product
(with amalgamation over C1) of C and D. Further, let
$: X0  X0X0
be the derivation so that $|D=0 and $c=c1&1c if c # C. If x # X0
then
(({ b ( p)) ({ b ( p))) b $(x)  (({ b ) ({ b )) b $(x)
as p   and also
({ b ( p))(x*x)  ({ b )(x*x)
for x # X0 . Clearly, we may assume lim infp   .*(( p)(C) : ( p)(D))<.
If x # X0 we have
|((({ b ) ({ b )) b $)(x)|2lim inf
p  
(({ b ( p))(x*x)) | j(( p)(C ) : ( p)(D))| 22
=({ b )(x*x) lim inf
p  
.*(( p)(C) : ( p)(D)).
This shows that j((C ) : (D)) exists and
| j((C ) : (D))| 22lim inf
p  
.*(( p)(C ) : ( p)(D)). K
9.8. We conclude this section with an inequality for Markovian triples.
The reader will note the formal resemblance with the free analogue of the
Stam inequality (Proposition 6.5, Part V).
Proposition. Let 1 # A, 1 # B, 1 # C be W*-subalgebras in (M, {).
Assume A, B, C is freely Markovian. Then
.*(A : C )&1.*(A : B)&1+.*(B : C )&1.
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Proof. Let E1=EA 6B , E2=EB 6 C , E0=EB , E3=EA 6 C and let h1=
j(A : B), h2= j(B : C ), h3= j(A : C), f1=h1&h3 , f2=h2&h3 . We have
E1E2=E2 E1=E0 , f1=(I&E3) h1 , f2=(I&E3) h2 , E0 h1=E0 h2=0. Then
h3+ f1=h1 , h3+ f2=h2 ,
h3 = f1 , h3 = f2 , h1 = h2 .
We infer that (h3 , h3) +( f1 , f2) =(h1 , h2)=0. Hence
|h3| 42 | f1|
2
2 | f2|
2
2=(|h1|
2
2&|h3|
2
2)( |h2|
2
2&|h3|
2
2)
=|h1| 22 |h2|
2
2&|h3|
2
2( |h1|
2
2+|h2|
2
2)+|h3|
4
2 .
This gives
|h1| 22 |h2|
2
2|h3|
2
2( |h1|
2
2+|h2|
2
2)
or
( |h3| 22)
&1(|h1| 22)
&1+(|h2| 22)
&1,
which is the desired inequality.
The above argument proves the proposition if .*(A : B)<, .*(B : C )
<. If both are  there is nothing to prove. If only one of these quan-
tities is  the proposition follows from 9.2(h). K
9.9. Corollary. Let 1 # B, 1 # A be V -subalgebras in (M, {) and let
U # M be a unitary element so that A 6 B and [U ] are V - free. Then
(.*(UAU* : B))&1(.*(A : B))&1+(F(U ))&1.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, UAU*, A, B is freely Markovian. Moreover by
Proposition 9.4 we have .*(UAU* : A)F(U). With these remarks the
inequality follows from Proposition 9.8. K
9.10. Putting together some of the things we proved in this section we
have the following fact.
Proposition. Let 1 # Ak (1kn) be V -subalgebras and let (Uk(t))t0
(1kn) be unitary free Brownian motions. Assume A1 , ..., An ,
(U1(t))t0 , ..., (Un(t))t0 are free in (M, {). Then the map
[0, ) % t  .*(U1(t) A1 U1(t); ...; Un(t) AnU n*(t) : B) # [0, ]
is decreasing, right continuous, and finite on (0, ).
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Proof. That the function is decreasing follows from 9.4(c) since the
Uk(t) are processes with multiplicative free increments. The right continuity
follows from Proposition 9.7, and the fact that .* is decreasing. K
10. THE MUTUAL FREE INFORMATION i*
We define the mutual free information and give some of its basic proper-
ties. We also study the integral of F(U )=|d*U : C11| 22 , when U is a
unitary free Brownian motion with a starting point different from the iden-
tity, and establish a connection with the logarithmic energy of the distribu-
tion at time zero. This is the analogue on the circle of the formulae for free
entropy and free Fisher information for one variable which we studied in
Part I. In particular this gives results about the regularization of i* via
liberation.
10.1. Definition. Let 1 # Ak (1kn) and 1 # B be V -subalgebras in
(M, {). The mutual free information of A1 , ..., An relative to B is defined by
i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)= 12 |

0
.*(U1(t) A1U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnUn*(t) : B) dt,
where (Uk(t))t0 (1kn) are free unitary Brownian motions, free w.r.t.
each other and w.r.t. A1 6 } } } 6 An 6 B. The mutual free information of
A1 , ..., An is defined by
i*(A1 ; ...; An)=i*(A1 ; ...; An : C).
10.2. Remarks. (a) By 9.2(f ) we have
i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=i*(W*(A1); ...; W*(An) : W*(B)).
(b) By 9.2(g) we have
i*(Ai ; ...; An : B) :
1kn
i*(Ak : B).
(c) By 9.2(c) we have
.*(U1(t) A1 U1*(t); U2(t) A2U 2*(t))
=2.*(U1(t) A1 U1*(t) : U2(t) A2U2*(t))
=2.*(U2*(t) U1(t) A1(U 2*(t) U1(t))* : A2).
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Since U(t) has real moments, the distributions of U2(t) and U 2*(t) are the
same and by freeness U2*(t) U1(t) has the same distribution as that of
U1(2t). Hence
.(U1(t) A1 U1*(t); U2(t) A2U 2*(t))=2.*(U1(2t) A1U1*(2t) : A2),
which gives
i*(A1 ; A2)=i*(A1 : A2).
(d) By 9.2(e), if Ck , D are V -subalgebras such that Ak/Ck , B/D,
then
i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)i*(C1 ; ...; Cn : D).
(e) i*(A : C)=i*(A)=0.
(f ) If 0=k0<k1< } } } <kp=n, by 9.2(g)
i*(A1 ; ...; An : B) :
1sp
i*(Aks&1 ; ...; Aks : B).
10.3. Proposition. Let 1 # B, 1 # Ak (1kn), 1 # C be W*-subalge-
bras in (M, {). Further, let 0=k0<k1< } } } <kpn.
(a) If Aks&1+1 6 } } } 6 Aks (1sp) are B- free in (M, EB), then
i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)= :
1sp
i*(Aks&1+1 ; ...; Aks : B).
(b) If A1 6 } } } 6 An , B, C is freely Markovian then
i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=i*(A1 ; ...; An : B 6 C)i*(A1 ; ...; An : C ).
(c) i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=0 iff A1 , ..., An , B are free in (M, {).
Proof. (a) Let U1(t), ..., Un(t) be the unitary free Brownian motions in
the definition of i*(A1 ; ...; An : B). Then Aks&1+1 6 } } } 6 Aks (1sp),
W*(Uks&1+1(t), ..., Uks(t)) (1sp) are B-free in (M, EB), which implies
Aks&1+1 6 } } } 6 Aks 6 W*(Uks&1+1(t), ..., Uks(t)) (1sp) are B-free.
Hence
Uks&1+1(t) Aks&1+1 U*ks&1+1(t) 6 } } } 6 Uks(t) Aks U*ks(t) (1sp)
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are B-free. By 9.3(a) this gives
.*(U1(t) A1 U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnU n*(t) : B)
= :
1sp
.*(Uks&1+1(t) Aks&1+1U*ks&1+1(t); ...; Uks(t) Aks U*ks(t) : B),
which implies the result for i*.
(b) Since the unitary free Brownian motions are free from A1 6 } } }
6 An 6 B 6 C we infer that W*(U1(t), ..., Un(t)) 6 A1 6 } } } 6 An and C
are B-free in (M, EB) and hence U1(t) A1U 1*(t) 6 } } } 6 Un(t) AnU n*(t) and
C are B-free. Hence
.*(U1(t) A1U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnU n*(t) : B)
=.*(U1(t) A1 U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnU n*(t) : B 6 C )
.*(U1(t) A1 U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnU n*(t) : C)
by 9.3(b).
(c) If A1 , ..., An , B are free then U1(t) A1U 1*(t), ..., Un(t) AnU n*(t), B
are free and hence by 9.3(c)
.*(U1(t) A1U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnUn*(t) : B)=0
and hence i*(A1 , ..., An : B)=0.
If i*(A1 , ..., An : B)=0 then
|
=
0
.*(U1(t) A1U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnUn*(t) : B) dt=0
and since the function to be integrated is positive and decreasing by
Proposition 9.4(c) we have
.*(U1(=) A1U1*(=); ...; Un(=) AnUn*(=) : B)=0
for all =>0. By Proposition 9.7, letting =  0, we get .*(A1 ; ...; An : B)=0.
By Proposition 9.3(c), A1 , A2 , ..., An , B are free. K
10.4. Proposition. Let 1 # B, 1 # Ak (1kn) be V -subalgebras and let
Uk (1kn) and U be unitary elements in (M, {) so that A1 6 } } } 6
An 6 B, [U1], ..., [Uk], [U ] are V- free. Then
i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)i*(U1A1 U1*; ...; Un AnUn* : UBU*).
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Proof. Since A1 6 } } } 6 An 6 B, [U1], ..., [Uk], [U ], (U1(t))t0 , ...,
(Un(t))t0 are free, by 9.4(c) we have
.*(U1(t) A1U 1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnUn*(t) : B)
.*(U1U1(t) A1(U1U1(t))*; ...; Un Un(t) An(UnUn(t))* : UBU*).
Since [U1U1(t)], ..., [UnUn(t)], A1 , ..., An , UBU* are free, we may replace
Uk Uk(t) by Uk(t) Uk because they have the same V -distribution (the com-
mutativity of multiplicative free convolution). Hence
.*(U1U1(t) A1(U1U1(t)); ...; UnUn(t) An(UnUn(t))* : UBU*)
=.*(U1(t) U1 A1(U1(t) U1)*; ...; Un(t) UnAn(Un(t) Un)* : UBU*),
which gives the result for i*. K
10.5. Proposition. Let 1 # Ai , 1 # B, 1 # A( p)i , 1 # B
( p) (1in), p # N
be W*-subalgebras in (M, {) such that
s- lim
p  
(I&AAi( p)) EAi =0 (1in)
s- lim
p  
(I&EB ( p)) EB=0
as operators on L2(M, {). Then
lim inf
p  
i*(A( p)1 ; ...; A
( p)
n : B
( p))i*(A1 ; ...; An : B).
Proof. By 9.6,
lim inf
p  
.*(U1(t) A ( p)1 U1*(t); ...; Un(t) A
( p)
n U n*(t) : B)
.*(U1(t) A1U1*(t); ...; Un(t) A ( p)n Un*(t) : B)
and the proposition follows from Fatou’s lemma. K
10.6. Proposition. Let C1 , ..., Cn , D be unital C*-algebras and consider
( p) and  unital V -homomorphisms of the full C*- free product C1 V } } } V
Cn V D into M. If { b ( p) converges pointwise to { b , then
lim inf
p  
i*(( p)(C1); ...; ( p)(Cn) : ( p)(D))
i*((C1); ...; (Cn) : (D)).
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Proof. Let ( p)(t): C1 V } } } V Cn V D  M be the unital V -homomor-
phism such that
( p)(t)(ck)=Uk(t) ( p)(ck) Uk*(t) if ck # Ck
( p)(t)(d )=( p)(d ) if d # D.
Similarly, define (t). The { b ( p)(t) converge pointwise to { b (t), and by
9.7 we get
lim inf
p  
i*(U1(t) ( p)(C1) U1*(t); ...; Un(t) ( p)(Cn) U n*(t) : ( p)(D))
i*(U1(t) (C1) U1*(t); ...; Un(t) (Cn) U n*(t) : (D))
so that the proposition follows using Fatou’s lemma. K
10.7. We pass now to the free-entropy-like quantity on the circle, which
goes with F(U ). As in Part I for selfadjoint elements, this leads to the
logarithmic energy. It will be convenient to introduce the corresponding
notations for unitaries.
Definition. Let U be a unitary element in (M, {). We shall denote by
7(U ) the quantity
7(U)=|| log |z1&z2 | d+(z1) d+(z2),
where + is the distribution of U on T. By extension we shall also write 7(+)
for the same quantity or 7( p) if + is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Haar
measure and p is the density of +.
10.8. Proposition. Let U be a unitary element in (M, {) and let
(U(t))t0 be a unitary free Brownian motion such that [U ] and (U(t))t0
are V - free. Then we have
&7(UU(T ))+ 12 |
T
0
F(UU(s)) ds=&7(U ).
Proof. Let +t be the distribution of UU(t). It follows from the subor-
dination result in [3] and the formula for F (Corollary 8.8) that F(UU(s))
is a decreasing function of s, hence a measurable function, which is finite
for s>0.
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Let 1+2+t(z)= p(z, t)+iq(z, t) be the decomposition into real and
imaginary parts. We shall also write (z, t) instead of +t(z). Since for
|z|<1 and t0,

t
+z \+12+

z
=0
we infer, for r<1 and % # R, that

t
p(rei%, t)=
1
2

%
( p(rei%, t) q(re i%, t)).
We have (z, t)={((I&zU(t) U )&1&I ) and since t  U(t) is norm-
continuous for t0 in view of [2, Lemma 8] we infer that t  ( } , t) is a
continuous map into the holomorphic functions on D endowed with the
topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. In particular for fixed
r # (0, 1)
t 

%
( p(rei%, ) q(re i%, t))
is a continuous map of [0, ) into L(T). Thus t  p(r, } t) is a C1-map
into L(T).
Note also that if p(z) is the positive harmonic function with boundary
values a probability measure + on T, then for rj1,
|| p(r1 r2 z1) p(r3r4 z2) log |1&z1z 2| d*(z1) d*(z2)
=|| p(r2z1) p(r4z2) log |1&r1 r3z1 z 2| d*(z1) d*(z2)
=|| log |1&r1r2r3 r4z1z 2| d+(z1) d+(z2)
as a consequence of the fact that p(r1r2 } )=Pr1 V p(r2 } ), where Pr(z)=
(1&r2)|1&rz|2 is the Poisson kernel and the convolution is on T. In
particular
t  7( p(r } , t))
is continuous for t0 and r<1.
Further, by the properties of the harmonic extension,
F( p(r } , s)) A F( p( } , s))
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as r A 1, when s>0. Also,
&log r+7( p(r } , s)) a 7(+s)
if r A 1, when s0. Indeed,
&2 log r+log |1&r2z1z 2| 2=log(((1&r2)2+r2 |1&z1z 2| 2) r&2)
=log((r&r&1)2+|1&z1z 2|2).
In view of these remarks, to prove the proposition, it will suffice to show
that
d
ds
7( p(r2 } , s))=F( p(r2 } , s))
for s0 and 0<r<1. Indeed, this gives
&7( p(r2 } , T ))+|
T
0
F( p(r2 } , s)) ds=&7( p(r2 } , 0))
and we let r A 1.
Using our previous remarks, we have for s0 and 0<r<1
d
ds
7( p(r2 } , s))=
d
ds || p(rz1 , s) p(rz2 , s) log |1&r
2z1 z 2| d*(z1) d*(z2)
=
1
8?2 |
2?
0
|
2?
0

%1
( p(rei%1, s) q(re i%2 , s)) p(rei%2 , s)
_Re log |1&r2ei(%1&%2 )| d%1 d%2
=&
1
8?2 |
2?
0
|
2?
0
p(re i%1, s) q(rei%1, s) p(rei%2 , s)
_Im((1&r2e i(%1&%2 ))&1) d%1 d%2 .
On the other hand,
&
1
2? |
2?
0
p(rei%2 , s) Im((1&r2ei(%1&%2 ))&1) d%2
=&Im \ 12? |
2?
0
p(r3e i%2 , s)(1&ei(%1&%2 ))&1 d%2 +
=q(r3ei%1, s).
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Hence, since ( pq)( } , s)= 12Im 
2( } , s) is harmonic,
d
ds
7( p(r2 } , s))=
1
4? |
2?
0
( pq)(re i%, s) q(r3ei%, s) d%
=
1
4? |
2?
0
( pq)(r2e i%, s) q(r2e i%, s) d%
=
1
2
F( p(r2 } , s)). K
10.9. Corollary. Let U be unitary and (U(t))t0 be a unitary free
Brownian motion, so that [U ] and (U(t))t0 are V - free. Then
&7(U )= 12 |

0
F(UU(s)) ds.
Proof. It suffices to show that limt   7(UU(t))=0. This follows from
the fact that
p(z1 , t) p(z2 , t)&1  0
in L(T_T) by Proposition 1.6, and log |z1&z2| is in L1, which gives
lim
t  
7(UU(t))=7(*)=0. K
10.10. Proposition. Let (U(t))t0 be unitary free Brownian motion and
let 0<:< 12 . Then there are constants c1>0, c2>0 and a constant c3>0
depending on :, such that
&7(U(t))c1 log(1t)+c2 if 0<t1
&7(U(t))c3 exp(&:t) if t1.
Proof. By Corollary 10.9,
&7(U(t))= 12 |

t
F(u(s)) ds
and we use the bounds on F(U(s)) given in Remark 8.10. K
10.11. Proposition. Let 1 # Ak (1kn), 1 # B be V -subalgebras in
(M, {) and let (U(t))t0 , (Uk(t))t0 (1kn) be unitary free Brownian
motions. Assume moreover that (Uk(t))t0 (1kn) and A1 6 } } } 6
An 6 B are free.
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(a) If t>0 we have
i*(U1(t) A1 U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnU n*(t) : B) &n7(U(t))<.
(b) If i(t)=i*(U1(t) A1U1(t)*; ...; Un(t) AnUn*(t) : B), then i: [0, ) 
[0, ] is a convex, continuous decreasing function and we have
lim
= a 0
=&1(i(t+=)&i(t))=&12.*(U1(t) A1U1*(t); ...; Un(t) AnUn*(t) : B).
(c) If .*(A1 ; ...; An : B)< then i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)<.
Proof. (a) This follows immediately from Proposition 9.4(a) and
Corollary 10.9. Indeed,
i*(U1(t) A1U1(t)*; ...; Un(t) AnUn*(t) : B)
=
1
2 |

t
.*(U1(s) A1U1*(s); ...; Un(s) AnUn*(s) : B) ds

n
2 |

t
F(U(s)) ds=&n7(U(t)).
(b) Let f (t)= 12.*(U1(t) A1U1(t)*; ...; Un(t) AnUn*(t) : B). We have
i(t)=|

t
f (s) ds.
The properties of i follow from Proposition 9.10, which says that f is decreas-
ing and right continuous, and the fact that f0 and by (a), i(t)< for all
t>0.
(c) By 9.4(c) we have
i*(A1 ; ...; An : B)
 12.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)
+ 12 |

1
.*(U1(s) A1U1*(s); ...; Un(s) AnUn*(s) : B) ds
= 12.*(A1 ; ...; An : B)+
1
2 i*(U1(1) A1U1*(1); ...; Un(1) AnUn*(1) : B)<
using (a). K
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11. EXAMPLE: SEMICIRCULAR SYSTEMS
Let H be a real Hilbert space, V and W be two closed subspaces and
8(V ), 8(W ) be the von Neumann subalgebras of 8(H), where 8 is the free
analogue of the Gaussian functor [9, 13]. In this section we study
j(8(V ) : 8(W )) and .*(8(V ) : 8(W )).
We recall that T(HC ) is the BoltzmannFock space of the complexifica-
tion HC of H. If l(h) !=h! is the left creation operator associated with
h # H, the von Neumann algebra 8(V ) is generated by [s(h): h # V ], where
s(h)=2&1(l(h)+l*(h)). The trace-state is the restriction to 8(V ) of the
vacuum expectation ( } 1, 1). The s(h) are (0, 2&1 &h&2) semicircular.
Orthogonality in H yields freeness after applying 8.
11.1. We begin with the case dim V=dim W=1 and to this end we first
look at J(s(h1) : C[s(h2)]).
Lemma. Let S1 , S2 be (0, 1)-semicircular and free and let 0<%?2.
Then
(a) J(sin % } S1+cos % } S2 : C[S2])=(sin %)&1 S1
(b) j(C[sin % } S1+cos % } S2] : C[S2])=cotan %[S1 , S2]
(c) .*(C[sin % } S1+cos % } S2] : C[S2])=2(cotan %)2.
Proof. (a) We have
J(sin % } S1+cos % } S2 : C[S2])=J(sin % } S1 : C[S2])
=J(sin % } S1 : C)=(sin %)&1 S1 ,
where we used Proposition 3.6 of Part V.
(b) By Proposition 5.10 we have
j(C[sin % } S1+cos % } S2] : C[S2])
=[J(sin % } S1+cos % } S2 : C[S2]), sin % } S1+cos % } S2]
=cotan %[S1 , S2].
(c) Since |[S1 , S2]| 22=2 the assertion follows from (b). K
11.2. Corollary. Let h1 , h2 # H be such that &h1&=&h2&=1, (h1 , h2)
=0. Let 0<%?2. Then
j(8(R } (sin % } h1+cos % } h2)) : 8(Rh2))=4 cotan % } [s(h1), s(h2)]
.*(8(R(sin %cot h1+cos % } h2)) : 8(Rh2))=2(cotan %)2.
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11.3. Proposition. Let h1 , ..., hn+ p , f1 , ..., fn+q be an orthonormal set of
2n+ p+q vectors in H. Let 0<%i?2 (1in) and let
V=\ 
1in
R(sin %ihi+cos %i fi)+\ 
1kp
Rhn+k+
W= 
1ln+q
R fl .
Then
j(8(V ) : 8(W ))= :
1in
4 cotan %i[s(hi), s( fi)]
and
.*(8(V ) : 8(W ))=2 :
1in
(cotan %i)2.
11.4. The proof of 11.3 uses the following more general fact.
Lemma. Let 1 # Ak , 1 # Bk (1km) be V-subalgebras in (M, {). Assume
A1 6 B1 , ..., Am 6Bm are free; then j(A1 6 } } } 6Am : B1 6 } } } 6Bm) exists
iff j(Ak : Bk) (1km) exist and
j(A1 6 } } } 6Am : B1 6 } } } 6 Bm)= :
1km
j(Ak : Bk).
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove the lemma for m=2. Using 5.8(b) and
5.13 we have
j(A1 6 A2 : B1 6B2)= j(A1 : B1 6 (A2 6 B2))+ j(A2 : (A1 6 B1) 6 B2)
= j(A1 : B1)+ j(A2 : B2). K
11.5. Proof of Proposition 11.3. Let
Ai=8(R(sin %ihi+cos %i fi)) for 1in,
An+k=8(Rhn+k) for 1kp,
and
Bl=8(Rfl ) for 1ln+q.
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Then A1 6 B1 , ..., An 6 Bn , An+1 , ..., An+ p , Bn+1 , ..., Bn+q are free. By 5.13,
Lemma 11.4, and Corollary 11.2,
j(8(V ) : 8(W ))=j(A1 6 } } } 6An+ p : B1 6 } } } 6 Bn+q)
=j(A1 6 } } } 6An : B1 6 } } } 6Bn)
= :
1in
j(Ai : Bi)= :
1in
4 cotan %i[s(hi), s( fi)].
Since j(Ak : Bk) # (Ak 6Bk) & Ker { and the (Ak 6 Bk) & Ker { are orthogo-
nal by freeness, we have
.*(8(V ) : 8(W ))=2 :
1in
(cotan %k)2. K
11.6. Corollary. Let P, Q be two finite rank selfadjoint projections act-
ing on H. Then
.*(8(PH) : 8(QH))=2 Tr((I&PQP)&1&I ).
Proof. Any pair of finite-dimensional subspaces V, W such that
V & W=0 can be put in the form occurring in Proposition 11.3. Under this
identification the nonzero eigenvalues of PQP are cos2 %k (1kn). Then
(I&PQP)&1&I=PQP(I&PQP)&1
has nonzero eigenvalues (cotan %k)2 (1kn). Thus
2 Tr((I&PQP)&1&I )=2 :
1kn
(cotan %k)2
and the result follows from Proposition 11.3.
If V & W{0, i.e., P 7 Q{0, clearly j(8(PH) : 8(QH)) does not exist, so
that the left-hand side equals +. At the same time I&PQP is not inver-
tible. K
11.7. Proposition. Let P, Q be two self-adjoint projections acting on H.
(a) .*(8(PH) : 8(QH))< iff &PQP&<1 and Tr PQP<.
(b) Assuming &PQP&<1, Tr PQP<, we have
.*(8(PH) : 8(QH))=2 Tr((I&PQP)&1&I ).
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(c) Assume &PQP&<1, Tr PQP<, and let h1 , h2 , ... be an orthonor-
mal basis in PQP(H) consisting of eigenvectors of PQP for the eigen-
values cos2 %1 , cos2 %2 , ... (0<%k<?2). Further, let fk=&Qhk&&1 Qhk=
(cos %k)&1 Qhk . Then
j(8(PH) : 8(QH))= :
n1
4
cos %n
(sin %n)2
[s(hn), s( fn)].
Proof. (a) Assume .*(8(PH) : 8(QH))=C<. If P1 , Q1 are finite
rank projections such that P1P, Q1Q then
.*(8(P1H) : 8(Q1H))C.
By Corollary 11.6 we have C2 Tr(n1 (P1Q1P1)n). Hence
C2 :
n1
&(P1Q1P1)n&=2 :
n1
&P1Q1P1&n
so that &P1Q1P1&(1+2C)&1. On the other hand, CTr P1Q1P1 . Since
P1 , Q1 are arbitrary, this implies &PQP&(1+2C )&1 and Tr PQPC.
Conversely assume &PQP&<1 and Tr PQP<. Then
Tr \ :n1 (PQP)
n+Tr \(PQP) :n0 &PQP&
n+
Tr(PQP) } (1&&PQP&)&1<.
Since Tr PQP<, there are projections P0P, Q0Q such that
P0Q=PQ0=0 and P&P0 , Q&Q0 have countable rank. Using 5.13 we
reduce the proof to showing
.*(8((P&P0) H) : 8((Q&Q0) H))<;
i.e., we may assume P and Q have countable rank. Then let Pn A P, Qn A Q,
where Pn , Qn are finite rank. Then
sup
n1
.*(8(PnH) : 8(QnH))<
and
8(PH)=W* \ .n1 8(PnH)+ ,
8(QH)=W* \ .n1 8(QnH)+ .
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By Corollary 5.20 we infer that
.*(8(PH) : 8(QH))= lim
n  
.*(8(PnH) : 8(QnH))<.
(b), (c) As in the last part of the proof of (a), we may assume P, Q
have at most countable rank and Ker QP|PH=0, Ker PQ|QH=0. If P, Q
are finite-dimensional, then (b) and (c) have already been proved. Thus we
may assume P and Q have countable rank. Let h1 , h2 , ... be an orthonormal
basis of eigenvectors for PQP|PH with eigenvalues 1>cos2 %1cos2 %2 } } }
and let fk=&Qhk&&1 Qhk . Similarly fk are eigenvectors for QPQ and
Pfk=cos %khk . Let Pn be the projection onto Rh1 } } } Rhn and Qn the
projection onto Rf1 } } } Rfn . Then Pn A P, Qn A Q and
8(PH)=W* \ .n1 8(PnH)+ ,
8(QH)=W* \ .n1 8(QnH)+ .
By Proposition 11.3 we have
j(8(PnH) : 8(QnH))= :
1in
4 cotan %i[s(gi), s( fi)]
= :
1in
4
cos %i
(sin %i)2
[s(gi), s( fi)],
where the vector gi is the orthogonal unit-vector to fi in the plane generated
by hi and fi , i.e., sin %i } gi+cos %i fi=hi . Then using Corollary 11.6 and its
proof we have
>.*(8(PH) : 8(QH))sup
n1
.*(8(PnH) : 8(QnH))
=sup
n1
:
1kn
2(cotan %k)2= :
k2
2(cotan %k)2.
We infer by Corollary 5.20 that
j(8(PH) : 8(QH))= :
n1
4
cos %n
(sin %n)2
[s(hn), s( fn)]
and
.*(8(PH) : 8(QH))= :
n1
2(cotan %n)2=2(Tr((I&PQP)&1&I )). K
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12. EXAMPLE: TWO PROJECTIONS
Let P=P*=P2 # M, Q=Q*=Q2 # M be two selfadjoint projections and
let A=CP+C(I&P), B=CQ+C(I&Q) be the algebras they generate.
This section is about j(A : B).
12.1. We begin with some well-known facts about C=W*(A6 B). Let E00 ,
E01 , E10 , E11 denote the four projections (I&P) 7 (I&Q), (I&P) 7 Q,
P7 (I&Q), P 7 Q and let E=I&(E00+E01+E10+E11). The five projec-
tions E, E00 , E01 , E10 , E11 are in the center of C.
The von Neumann algebra ECE has unity element E and (EAE, { | EAE)
is isomorphic to L((0, 1), M2 , d&), an L-algebra of M2 -valued functions.
Here the function (0, 1) % t  tI2 # M2 corresponds to EXE, where X is the
central element X=PQP+(I&P)(I&Q)(I&P). Further, P=EPE+E10+
E11 and EPE corresponds to
(0, 1) % t \10
0
0+ # M2 .
Similarly Q=EQE+E01+E11 and EQE corresponds to
(0, 1) % t  \ t(t&t2)12
(t&t2)12
1&t + # M2 .
The measure & is { applied to the spectral measure of EXE in EME. Also,
{ | EME identifies with 12&Tr.
The algebra (I&E) C(I&E) identifies with L([0, 1]2, d:), where the
measure : on the space [0, 1]2 is given by the four atoms :ij=:([(i, j)]),
where (i, j) # [0, 1]2. We shall also denote &((0, 1])=: so that :+:00+
:01+:10+:11=1.
A and B are algebraically free iff the support of & is an infinite set. We
shall assume throughout that this condition holds, i.e., supp & is infinite.
Note also that A6B is linearly spanned by (PQ)n, (QP)n, (PQP)n,
(QPQ)n, n0 (here each of these for n=0 is by definition equal to I ).
Moreover,
A 6B=P(A 6B) P+P(A6 B)(I&P)+(I&P)(A6 B) P
+(I&P)(A6 B)(I&P).
Denoting by $ the derivation $B : A we have the following
12.2. Lemma. ({{)($(P(A6 B) P+(I&P)(A6 B)(I&P)))=0.
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Proof. Replacing P by (I&P) does not change A, B, and $. Hence it suf-
fices to show that
({{)($(P(A6 B) P))=0.
P(A6 B) P is spanned by P and (PQP)n, n1. Clearly $(P)=0 and
$(PQP)n= :
1kn
((PQ)k (PQP)n&k P&P(PQP)k&1 (QP)n&k&1).
It is easily seen that k  n&k+1 pairs terms for cancellation and we get
({{)($(PQP)n)=0. K
12.3. To find out about j(A : B) we must compute ({{) b $ on
P(A6 B)(I&P)+(I&P)(A6 B) P. Since ({{)($(x*))=&({{)($(x)) it
suffices to study ({{) b $ on P(A6 B)(I&P). Note that P(A 6B)(I&P)
is spanned by P(PQ)n (I&P), n1. By Lemma 12.2,
({{)($(P(PQ)n (I&P)))=({{)($(PQ)n).
Lemma. (a) $(PQ)=PQI&PQ.
(b) If n2,
$(PQ)n= :
1kn&1
(PQ)k(PQ)n&k
& :
1kn&2
(PQP)k(QPQ)n&k&1
+(PQ)nI&P (QPQ)n&1&(PQP)n&1Q.
12.4. Using Lemma 12.3(b), if n3 a straightforward computation gives
(({{) b $)((PQ)n)
= :
1kn&1 \
1
4 || t
k
1 t
n&k
2 d&(t1) d&(t2)+:
2
11+
:11
2 \| tk d&(t)+| tn&k d&(t)++
& :
1kn&2 \
1
4 || t
k
1 t
n&k&1
2 d&(t1) d&(t2)
+:11+
:11
2 \| tk d&(t)+| tn&k&1 d&(t)++
+
1
2 | t
n d&(t)+:11&(1+:11&:00) \12 | tn&1 d&(t)+:11+
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=
1
4 || \
tn+11 &t
n+1
2
t1&t2
&
tn1&t
n
2
t1&t2+ d&(t1) d&(t2)
+
1&:
2 | (t
n&tn&1) d&(t)+
:00&:11
2 | t
n&1 d&(t)+:00:11 .
12.5. Lemma. If j(B : A) exists in L1 then :00:11=:01:10=0. Equiv-
alently the conclusion is that P 6 Q or (I&P) 6 (I&Q) is zero and
P7 (I&Q) or Q7 (I&P) is zero (i.e., P and Q are in ‘‘general position’’).
Proof. Since P(PQ)n (I&P) # E(A 6 B) E we have
s- lim
n  
n&1 :
3kn
P(PQ)k (I&P)=0
and hence if j(B : A) # L1 then
0= lim
n  
n&1(({{) b $) \ :3kn (PQ)
k+
= lim
n  
n&1 \14 ||
tn+11 &t
n+1
2
t1&t2
d&(t1) d&(t2)+
+
:00+:11
2 | (t
2+ } } } +tn&1 d&(t)+n:00:11),
where we discarded terms which obviously contribute zero to the limit. Note
that
} || t
n+1
1 &t
n+1
2
t1&t2
d&(t1) d&(t2) }= :
0kn
|| tk1 tn&k2 d&(t1) d&(t2)
| (1+t+ } } } +tn) d&(t).
Since limn    tn d&(t)=0, we infer that
lim
n  
n&1 | (1+t+ } } } +tn) d&(t)=0
and hence
0= lim
n  
n&1(({{) b $) \ :
3kn
(PQ)k+=:00:11 .
Thus P 6 Q=0 or (I&P) 7 (I&Q)=0.
Replacing P by I&P does not change A; hence j(B : A) # L1 also implies
(I&P) 7 Q=0 or P 7 (I&Q)=0, i.e., :01:10=0. K
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12.6. Under the assumption j(B : A) # L1, the formula we gave in 12.4 for
$(PQ)n when n3 becomes a little shorter by the vanishing of :00:11 .
A direct computation for n=2 shows that the formula in 12.4 still holds and
that the :00:11 vanishes under the assumption j(B : A) # L1. The same kind
of computation for n=1 shows the validity of the formula in 12.4 under the
assumption j(B : A) # L1. Here the assumption is essential, since an addi-
tional :10:01 term appears in the computation of ({{)($(PQ)), the vanish-
ing of which follows from the assumption.
Thus if we assume :00:11=0, :01:10=0, which are, by 12.5, the conse-
quences of j(B : A) # L1, the formula in 12.4 gives ({{)($(PQ)n) for all
n1. Thus we get
Lemma. If j(B : A) # L1, then for n1,
(({{) b $(PQ)n)=lim
= a 0
1
2 || t
n
1(t1&1)
t1&t2
(t1&t2)2+=2
d&(t1) d&(t2)
+
1&:
2 | t
n&1(t&1) d&(t)+
:00+:11
2 | t
n&1 d&(t).
12.7. Proposition. Assume P 6 Q or (I&P) 6 (I&Q) equals zero and
assume P 6 (I&Q) or (I&P) 6 Q equals zero. Suppose further that
d&(t)= p dt, where 0p # L3((0, 1), d*) is such that  t&1(1&t)&1 p dt<.
Consider the Hilbert transform (up to a factor of ?)
g(t)=L3&lim
= a 0
g=(t),
where
g=(t)=|
t&s
(t&s)2+=2
p(s) ds.
Then, if
f (t)= g(t)+(:01+:10) t&1+(:00+:11)(t&1)&1
(0<t<1), we have
!=[P, Q] f(EXE) # L2(M, {)
(where X=PQP+(I&P)(I&Q)(I&P)) and j(B : A)=!. In particular
.*(A : B)=| f 2(t) t(1&t) p(t) dt<.
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Proof. We have !=&!*, P!P=0, (I&P) !(I&P)=0, !=E!. It is
easily seen that these conditions, in view of 12.2 and ({{)($(x*))=
&({{)($(x)), imply that in order to have != j(A : B) it suffices to show
that
{(!(PQ)n)=(({{) b $)((PQ)n)
for n1. Note also that
f (t)= g(t)+(1&:) t&1&(:00+:11) t&1(1&t)&1.
Computing in L2(ECE, {)&L2((0, 1), M2 , d&), we have
{(!(PQ)n)=
1
2 | Tr \
0
0
tn&1(t(1&t))12
0 +
_\ 0& f (t)(t(1&t))12
f (t)(t(1&t))12
0 + d&(t)
=
1
2 | f(t)(t
n+1&tn) d&(t)
=
1
2 || g(t)(t
n+1&tn) d&(t)+
1&:
2 | (t
n&tn&1) d&(t)
+
:00+:11
2 | t
n&1 d&(t)
=lim
= a 0
1
2 | (t
n+1
1 &t
n
1)
t1&t2
(t1&t2)2+=2
d&(t1) d&(t2)
+
1&:
2 | (t
n&tn&1) d&(t)+
:00+:11
2 | t
n&1 d&(t)
=(({{) b $)((PQ)n),
where the last step follows from Lemma 12.6. Note also that the assumptions
imply g(t), t&1, (1&t)&1 are in L2([0, 1], t(1&t) p dt). K
12.8. Remark. The function f in Proposition 12.7 is, up to a factor of ?,
the Hilbert transform restricted to (0, 1) of
+=&+(:01+:10) $0+(:00+:11) $1 .
Note that the probability measure + is the distribution of X in (M, {).
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13. DUAL SYSTEMS
The dual systems in this section are the analogue for the derivation $ of
the dual systems considered in Part V for the derivation .
13.1. Definition. Let 1 # Ak , 1kn, 1 # B be W*-subalgebras in
(M, {). A dual system to (A1 , ..., An ; B) in L2(M ) is an n-tuple (T1 , ..., Tn)
of operators Tj=T j* # B(L2(M )) such that
Tj # (A1 6 } } } 6 A j 6 } } } 6An 6 B)$
Tj&P # A$j (1 jn),
where P is the orthogonal projection onto C1.
13.2. Remarks. (a) If (T1 , ..., Tn) is a dual system to (A1 , ..., An ; B) and
if 0=n0<n1< } } } <nk=n and
Rs= :
ns&1<pns
Tp
and
Cs=W* \ ns&1<pns Ap+ (1sk)
then (R1 , ..., Rk) is a dual system to (C1 , ..., Cn ; B).
(b) If (T1 , ..., Tn) and (T $1 , ..., T $n) are dual systems to (A1 , ..., An ; B),
then Tj&T $j # (A1 6 } } } 6 An 6 B)$.
(c) If 1 # B/M is a W*-subalgebra, Xk=Xk* # M, and (Y1 , ..., Yn) is
a dual system to (X1 , ..., Xn ; B) in the sense of Part V, then (T1 , ..., Tn) is a
dual system to (W*(X1), ..., W*(Xn); B), where
Tk=i[Yk , JXkJ]
(J is the Tomita-theory antiunitary.) Indeed, [Tk , Xp]=0 if p{k and
[Tk , Xk]=i[[Yk , Xk], JXkJ]=[P, JXkJ]=[P, Xk]
so that Tk&P # W*(Xk)$ and clearly Tk # B$.
(d) Let 1 # N/M be a W*-subalgebra so that A1 , ..., An , B/N.
If (T1 , ..., Tn) is a dual system to (A1 , ..., An ; B) in L2(M ), then the
ENTk | L2(N ), 1kn, form a dual system to (A1 , ..., An ; B) in L2(N ).
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(e) Let (M, {)=(M1 , {1) V (M2 , {2) so that
(L2(M, {), 1)=(L2(M1 , {), 1) V (L2(M2 , {), 1)
and let *1 , *2 be the left and \1 , \2 the right representations of B(L2(M1)),
B(L2(M2)) on L2(M ). If A (s)1 , ..., A
(s)
ms , Bs are W*-subalgebras containing 1 in
(Ms , {s), s=1, 2, and (T (s)1 , ..., T
(s)
ms ) is a dual system to A
(s)
1 , ..., A
(s)
ms , Bs in
L2(Ms), then
(\1(T (1)1 ), ..., \1(T
(1)
m1
), \2(T (2)1 ), ..., \2(T
(2)
m2
))
is a dual system to
(*1(A (1)1 ), ..., *1(A
(1)
m1
), *2(A (2)1 ), ..., *2(A
(2)
m2
); B1 V B2)
in L2(M ).
13.3. Proposition. Assume T is dual to (A; B) in L2(A6 B). Then
!=(&JTJ+T ) # L2(A6 B)
is the liberation gradient of A w.r.t. B.
Proof. If ak # A, bk # B, then
{(a1b1 } } } anbn!)
=&(a1b1 } } } anbnJT1, 1)+(a1b1 } } } anbnT1, 1)
=&(JJa1b1 } } } anbnJT1 J1)+(a1b1 } } } anbnT1, 1)
=&(JR(a1b1 } } } anbn )*T1, J1)+(a1b1 } } } anbnT1, 1)
=&(Ra1b1 } } } anbn 1, T1)+(a1b1 } } } anbnT1, 1)
=&([T, a1b1 } } } anbn] 1, 1)
=& :
1kn
(a1b1 } } } bk&1[P, ak] bk } } } bn1, 1)
=& :
1kn
({(a1b1 } } } bk&1) {(akbk } } } bn)&{(a1 } } } bk&1ak) {(bk } } } bn))
=({{)($A : Ba1b1 } } } anbn). K
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14. CONCLUDING REMARKS
14.1. Mutual Free Information and Free Entropy
If A is a diffuse W*-subalgebra in (M, {) and U is a unitary which is V-free
with A and 7(U)>& then i*(A, UAU*)< and does not depend
on A. This shows that we should not expect the finiteness of /(X1 , ..., Xn),
/(Y1 , ..., Ym) and i*(W*(X1 , ..., Xn), W*(Y1 , ..., Ym)) to imply the finiteness of
/(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym). Indeed let A=W*(X1 , ..., Xn) and Yj=UXjU*,
m=n. Then, if n2, we have
/(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym)=&
since X2 # W*(X1 , Y1 , Y2) because by 2.5, W*(X1 , Y1) % U, so that
W*(X1 , Y1 , Y2) % U*Y2U=X2 .
That the expected formula
/(X1 , ..., Xn)+/(Y1 , ..., Ym)
=i*(W*(X1 , ..., Xn), W*(Y1 , ..., Ym))+/(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym)
does not hold is explained by the fact that in this case
/(X1 , ..., Xn , U(t) Y1U(t)*, ..., U(t) YmU(t)*)=&
does not converge to /(X1 , ..., Xn)+/(Y1 , ..., Ym) as t  .
On the other hand, it seems reasonable to expect that this will not happen
if /(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym)>& perhaps under some supposedly stronger
assumption like
8*(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym)<.
Some support for this is provided by the following proposition, which shows
that, at least under a similar assumption on .*, the phenomenon described
in 2.5 cannot occur.
Proposition. Assume [U ] and A _ B are V- free, .*(A : B)<, and
F(U)<. Then
U  W*(A _ UBU*).
Proof. If U # W*(A _ UBU*), then
j(A : UBU*)=EA 6 UBU* j(A : B)=d*U : C11.
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Hence
( j(A : B), d*U : C11)=|d*U : C11| 22=F(U).
On the other hand, the freeness of A _ B and [U, U*] implies
( j(A : B), d*U : C11)=0 because both vectors are orthogonal to the
constants. Thus F(U )=0 and U must be a Haar unitary. Then A and UBU*
are free and clearly U  W*(A _ UBU*). K
14.2. Microstates Heuristics
The fact that the mutual free information exists for wide classes of algebras
is not inconsistent with the matricial microstates picture.
For instance, let P1 , ..., Pn be projections in (M, {) such that {(P1)= } } }
={(Pn)=:, 0<:<1. Of course /*(P1 , ..., Pn)=&. However, if we con-
sider a fixed sequence of numbers pk # N such that pkk  : then we may
consider microstates
#(P1 , ..., Pn ; m, k, =)
=1 (P1 , ..., Pn ; m, k, =)
& [(A1 , ..., An) # Msak | A
2
j =Aj , Tr Aj= pk , 1 jn]
viewed as subsets of (Gr( pk , k))n, where Gr denotes the Grassmannian.
Endowing the Grassmannians with the U(k)-invariant measure +k we may
consider normalizations of
d&nk log +
n
k (#(P1 , ..., Pn ; m, k, =))
(dk is the dimension of the Grassmannian) and proceed along the same lines
as those in Part II.
Similar considerations can be made for more general objects: the projec-
tions may have different (but fixed) traces; also, the projections may be
replaced by self-adjoint operators with finite spectrum (and fixed distribu-
tion). Even more generally one may consider instead of projections finite-
dimensional C*-algebras (with fixed structure and trace), etc.
Having so many cases to cover in developing these types of entropy quan-
tities via microstates, though proceeding along the obvious lines imitating
Part II, would probably mean considerable work in dealing with the details.
14.3. Mutual Free Information with Respect to a Completely Positive Map
The quantities j, i*, .* can be generalized along the lines of [7] to the
context where also a completely positive map ’: B  B is involved. The start-
ing point is to consider more generally the derivation $ which is zero
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on B and equals a1&1a on A, with the modification that the scalar
product on (A6 B) (A 6 B) be given by
(x1x2 , y1y2)={(x2*’(EB(x1* y1)) y2).
14.4. Algebraic Version of the $A : B-Criterion for Freeness
The characterization of freeness in Proposition 5.17 also holds in the
purely algebraic context (no involutions, no von Neumann algebras).
Let (M, {) be a noncommutative probability space with a tracial expectation
functional (M a unital algebra over C, {(1)=1, {(xy)={( yx) if x, y # M ).
Let 1 # A/M, 1 # B/M be subalgebras which are algebraically free. Then A
and B are freely independent iff ({{) b $A : B=0.
This is a consequence of the equivalence of the assertions (Fn) and ($n)
below.
If kn and if aj # A, bj # B,
{(aj)={(bj)=0, 1 jk, then {(a1b1 } } } an bn)=0. (Fn)
If aj # A, bj # B, 1 jn, then ({{)($A : B(a1b1 } } } anbn))=0. ($n)
Since { is a trace, (Fn) is equivalent to
If kn and if aj # A, bj # B,
[a2 , ..., ak , b1 , ..., bk&1]/Ker { and either
{(a1)=0 or {(bk)=0 then {(a1b1 } } } akbk)=0. (F $n)
Clearly (F $n) O (Fn). The proof of the converse is by induction. Assuming
(F(n&1)) O (F $(n&1)) we have (Fn) O (F(n&1)) O (F $(n&1)) and if
{(bn){0 while all other aj , bj are in Ker {, we have
{(a1 } } } bn)={(bn) {((ana1) b1 } } } bn&1)+{(a1b1 } } } an(bn&{(bn) 1))
=0
by (Fn) and (F $(n&1)). Similarly if {(a1){0.
Note also that ($n) O ($(n&1)) and ($n) is equivalent to
If kn and if a1 , ..., ak , b1 } } } bk satisfy the assumption
of (F $n) then ({{)($A : Ba1b1 } } } akbk)=0. ($$n)
Clearly ($n) O ($$n) and the converse also holds since a1b1 } } } anbn can
always be represented as a sum of a constant and of products of the type in
(F $n).
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That (F $n) implies ($$n) is immediate from the formula for
({{)($A : B(a1b1 } } } akbk)).
That ($$n) O (F$n) is proved by induction over n. Assuming ($$(n&1)) 
(F $(n&1)) we have ($$n) O (F $(n&1)) and then if aj , bj , 1 jn, satisfy
the assumption of (F $n), by (F $(n&1)) we get
{(a1b1 } } } anbn)+({{)($A : B(a1b1 } } } anbn))=0
and by ($$n) we get {(a1b1 } } } anbn)=0.
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